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"Business without Borders"
Language and International Trade hosts conference regarding globalization and international companies.
KATHERINE LALLA
NEWS EDITOR

Originally
introduced
to
Clemson University as a baccalaureate
degree in 1987 by German
professor Dr. Pat Wannamaker, the
Language and International Trade
program is celebrating its 25-year
anniversary. As a component in
the program, the Language and
International Trade Conference at
Clemson began in 2007. This year,
the "Business without Borders"
themed conference took place
April 4 in the Hendrix Center. Dr.
Leslie Williams, associate professor
of Japanese and director of the
Language and International Trade
Program, organized the event.
Well attended by students of
multiple majors, Dr. Williams
"estimates more than 500 students"
were present.
Around 150 Language and
International
Trade
majors
participated in the conference,
along with engineers, business and
language majors.
Keynote
speaker
Hayashi
Nampachi, the senior technical

"*-

executive
at Toyota
Motor
Company, addressed the audience
in Japanese on the "Just-in-time"
production method used by Toyota.
This method prevents having any
back up in the inventory, and parts
arrive as they are needed in a "Justin-time" fashion. "It is about how to
slim down the production process
and cut down waste to maximize
time," Dr. Williams said.
Nampachi presented his speech
using a PowerPoint and video that
was not available to the general
public. "Afterward, students came
to me wanting the DVD, they
enjoyed it so much," Dr. Williams
said. Since Nampachi spoke in
Japanese, Toshiko Kishimoto, a
Clemson professor, interpreted it
by speaking along with him into a
louder microphone.
Professor of International
Business at Lander University Uma
Sridharan also spoke. She discussed
the current globalization of the
Indian subcontinent. During her
presentation, she mentioned a story
involving Coca-Cola. She talked
see L&IT page A4
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The Alumni Panel offered students the opportunity to ask questions and gain advice.

Green innovation
behind Lee III

Internationa
Awareness Week

New eco-friendly building encourages collaboration.

Week of events celebrates international diversity.

Mngn

MARY KATE MARROW

BRADY BROWN
ASSISTANT TIMEOUT EDITOR

STAFF WRITER

Today, Friday, April 13, marks not only
the dedication of an architectural masterpiece
'. on campus, but also the celebration of a
bridge between Clemson students and
professional architects.
South Carolina is one of the only states to have
a single chapter of Architects of the State of South
Carolina, and Clemson University is the only
school in South Carolina that has an architecture
program. This allows Clemson students and
practicing architects to have a strong bond — one
of the things that today's dedication is celebrating.
The dedication will begin with student led
tours of the renovations and the new Lee Hall
addition at 9 a.m., the official dedication ceremony
will begin at 11:30 a.m., and a lecture by Thomas
Phifer, the design architect for the project, will take
place in the Brooks Center at 1:30 p.m. Not only
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are all of the events open to students, but students
are encouraged to attend and see the culmination
of a three year, $31 million project on campus.
Although the building has been a fullyfunctioning learning space since January, the
dedication has been pushed until now for a special

Clemson is currendy in the midst of the
annual International Awareness Week, which
occurs every spring in early April. Comprised
of a series of events as the week progresses,
the celebration welcomes the participation of
academic departments, student groups and the
local community. Events ranged from music,
international photographs, dance, speakers and
food for a lively and interactive learning experience.
In honor of the anniversary of the 2011
earthquakes that devastated Japan, an exhibition
evoking feelings of springtime, featuring Japanese
art and culture, has been on display in the Cooper
Library main lobby since March 12.
Last Saturday, April 17, the 5th Annual
International Children's Talent Show was held at

see LEE page A5

see INTL page A4

The new building will be dedicated Friday.
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Japanese art currently on display in Cooper.
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ARTICLE BY: HILLARY EVANS, STAFF WRITER
"Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, where the Tigers play, here the
sons of dear old Clemson reign supreme alway..." Clemson University has a
long-standing tradition of producing great and supreme sons. However, we
cannot forget about its daughters. The next name on a long list of Clemson
success stories is Spencer Simmons. A sophomore Resident Assistant in
Manning Hall, Simmons can be seen leading worship at Clemson's Fellowship
of Christian Athletes in Bracket* Auditorium. However, she is no ordinary
student. Simmons recently took a bold step, releasing five original songs on her
debut EP, "Draw Me Closer."
Born and raised in Greenville, S.C., Simmons is a singer/songwriter. She
began taking guitar lessons When she was 13 years old and quickly found music
to be a passion. After graduating from Greenville High School, Simmons took
some, time off and moved to Memphis, Tenn., to take part in a yearlong innercity internship. Living in an inner-city neighborhood challenged "Simmons
and allowed her to discover her interests as she gave time, energy and love to
a community. While in Memphis, she began taking steps towards a musical
career. She took advantage of several opportunities to play music, and, as
a result, her confidence grew. At the conclusion of her trip, she enrolled at
Clemson University, where more opportunities arose for her to share her music
with others. When asked what inspired her to pursue her EP project, she said,
"Everything fell into place, so I just went for it!" Simmons's passion and drive
has propelled her to her current success.
Lately, Simmons has been working with Grammy-winning producer Noel
Golden at Whitestone Studios in Greenville, S.C. Golden has worked with
Sheryl Crow, Willie Nelson, Edwin McCain and other notable musicians on
their projects. Simmons worked with a team of other songwriters, musicians
and vocal instructors to help bring her dreams to life. She described the process
as "more fun than I expected." Before working with the team, Simmons's songs
were merely melodies she composed on her guitar. After spending countless
hours editing lyrics, adding harmonies and background vocals and perfecting
tunes, her songs have become original masterpieces.

SPENCER SIMMONS
DRAW ME CLOSER

PHOTO CONTRIBUTED BY KATE THOMSON, COURTESY OF SPENCER SIMMONS
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Simmons's sound is unique, blending country, pop and folk influences.
Since her songs come from her heart, she believes a lot of people will be able
to identify with their messages. Her EP includes the tracks "Draw Me Closer,"
"Hello," "I'd Say Yes," "The Only One" and "Young." Inspired by true events
in Simmons's life, each song is unique and showcases her talent in its own way
From "I'd Say Yes," the upbeat song about a couple's first flirtatious evening,
to "Young," the heartfelt ballad Simmons originally wrote for her brothers
about embracing youth and togetherness, each song captures moments and
memories that most will experience in a lifetime.
"The band NEEDTOBREATHE has a quote that I love. They say,
'We believe that music is still powerful.' I believe that too! Music has the
ability to move us and to inspire us. It can challenge us and fill us with
dreams. I want my music to do just that. We are all born with songs to sing;
these are mine," Simmons said. Spencer Simmons's debut EP, "Draw Me
Closer" is now available for purchase on iTunes, Amazon and online at
www.spencersimmonsmusic.com. She is currently working on promoting her
music and will be touring this summer.
PHOTO CONTRIBUTED BY HILLARY EVANS
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Sun and Fun on Campus Beach
Clemson's best kept secret, Campus Beach provides a relaxing getaway for students.
ADDISON RIDGEWAY
STAFF WRITER

What's Campus Beach? Many
Clemson students do not know that
there is a beach on Clemson's property.
Formerly known as the YMCA Beach,
Campus Beach (CU Beach) is located
1.6 miles from Bowman Field and
provides a nice escape from the
craziness of campus. The facilities at
CU Beach offer a great alternative
to the often- crowded Bowman
and intramural fields for activities,
such as a pick-up game of ultimate
Frisbee or soccer.
A major misconception about CU
beach is that it is owned by the YMCA
and is called Y Beach. The YMCA
leased the land from Clemson for
many years, but the land is Clemson's
property. Students have complete
access to everything CU Beach
has to offer.

If you are itching to play disc golf,
and it is not 10 p.m., head out to CU
Beach and play the course with no risk
of hitting a fellow student walking
to class or your professor's car. On a
day that you need to relax, head over
toward the beach area to take a dip in
the lake and work on your tan.
The Clemson Outdoor Recreation
and Education (C.O.R.E.) office is
also located at CU Beach. Here you
can rent tents, sleeping bags, backpacks
and different types of camping gear for
a weekend of adventures at reasonable
prices. You can also rent kayaks
and canoes.
These rentals are free to students
during the CORE office hours. When
you need a break from studying, you
can rent a kayak to paddle around the
lake for a while and relax.
Through the years, Campus Beach
has been the site for many great events.
During the '70s and '80s, it was the

site of the Bengal Ball. Campus Beach
has also hosted several concerts. With
lake access, you can ride your boat up
to CU beach, and sit out on the lake
and listen to the music.
The Paddle Sports Festival event
will be held on April 21 until 22 at
Campus Beach. There will be vendors
with boats for students to demo for
free on Lake Hartwell. You can use
kayaks, canoes and paddleboards.
They will offer classes for beginners
to learn the basics of paddling in the
boats. Additionally, there will be food,
live entertainment and giveaways.
This event is free for students,
faculty and staff and will be a
great opportunity to experience
Campus Beach.
For more information about this
event or Campus Beach in general,
visit http://www.clemson.edu/campuslife/campus-recreation/cubeach/ and
like us on Facebook at CUBeach.

•

One of the many swimming areas at Campus Beach.

Lake Hartwell's serene atmosphere gives students the chance to canoe, kayak and swim

Formula SAE prepares for competition
Clemson's racing organization builds a car for their international competition in May.
ANDY BROWN
STAFF WRITER

The Formula SAE car was designed and built by student engineers

every student is able to design the
work on the car, students can be
taught to machine on the car.
The fastest way to gain mechanical
knowledge of the car is by getting
your hands dirty, and every day, the
dedicated members of FSAE wrench
away on the competition car. If you're
more business-minded, Clemson
FSAE has a business division, which
contacts and contracts sponsors to
support the team.
Recently, the FSAE at Clemson
partnered
with
the
Clemson
University International Center for
Automotive Research.
CUICAR is an automotive
engineering graduate program, and
the undergraduates from Clemson
work with the grad students and
professors
from
CUICAR
to
bounce off ideas and design a better
racing machine.
If you enjoy racing or are simply
looking for a project to get your hands
dirty, Clemson FSAE is a multifaceted
organization that accepts all types
of members.
Engineers, economics majors,
communications
majors
and
everything in between have found
spots in the Clemson FSAE club,
and we'd be happy to have you

What do most students think
of when they hear of the Formula
SAE Racing program at Clemson?
Maybe a formula one race car, or
maybe not a race car at all. Perhaps a
bunch of engineers tinkering away at
a soapbox-derby car comes to mind.
Truth is, most students have not
heard of the club, and the roots of
Formula SAE (FSAE) extend much
deeper than nerds with wrenches.
FSAE is an internationally
recognized racing organization that
allows students from colleges and
universities to test their engineering
minds. The general goal is to design
and build a formula race car for
competitions against other schools
around the world.
The main competition is in
Michigan, in May, where over a
hundred teams will come to test their
respective cars in a variety of events.
The cute pinewood derby days
end here, as the work and budget
included in FSAE are extensive, like
with any major program requiring
dozens of sponsors to create revenue
to build the car.
The designs are real, and the
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the Clemson City Art Center. The talent
show lasted around an hour and a half,
consisting of American children from
pre-schoolers to pre-teens representing
many nationalities. The acts included
dancing, singing, reciting poems in
native tongue, acrobatics, sharing stories,
theatrical pieces and performing magic.
Artwork was on display in the lobby.
On Tuesday, April 10, the North
Green and Carillon Gardens hosted
World Religions Day, showcasing the
many world religions represented by
international students.
The Baptist Student Center hosted a
Shag Dance Night on Thursday, April 12.
The following day, Clemson University's
Association for India's Development
(AID) presented "World of Dance"
at Tillman Auditorium. Dances from
around the globe were performed, and
the profits from admission and food
sales are being put toward community
development projects in rural India.
Clemson's chapter is one of many across
the country acting to facilitate strong
relationships between Indian students in
the United States and their communities
back home, especially those that
are in need.
This upcoming Sunday, April 15,
from noon to 4 p.m., the International
Food Festival will be hosted on
Bowman Field. Live entertainment
and food representing the nearly 1,200
international students from 92 countries
will be a part of the festivities. Admission
is free and food tickets will be on sale for
$0.50. The main stage will feature live
dancing, an international fashion show,
singing and more. All are welcome!
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about how they built a production
plant in an area with dry land, and
their manufacturing was depleting
the water supply for the local
farmers. Coca-Cola was "dodgy"
with their response to the problem.
India
faces
a
constant
struggle to obtain clean water,
as the Ganges River is becoming
increasingly polluted.
The conference also offered
an Alumni Panel, which allowed
students to gain feedback from
Clemson graduates.
"Students
could talk to gainfully employed
individuals and see that in a couple
of years, they are going to be there.
So, they were hanging on every
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word," Dr. Williams said. Language
and International Trade majors are
required to study abroad for at
least one semester and have an
internship that uses their language
of study. The panel provided a
natural flow for learning what
previous students did and gaining
insight as well as advice.
Mark Mannella, the Director
of International and New Business
Ventures for Walt Disney Parks
and Resorts and Clemson Alumni,
served as the Alumni Commentator
for the panel.
Mannella
is
working
on
the opening of a Disneyland in
Shanghai and has worked on the
Disneyland in Paris as well as
Hong Kong.

After lunch, students could
participate in Roundtable Sessions.
Students could sign up before the
conference to talk with 18 different
business professionals about their
international companies.
The sessions were 45 minutes
each, and students could attend
up to two sessions. One student
commented, "It [the Roundtable
Sessions] allowed you to talk with
business leaders one-on-one and
ask specific questions." Some of
the companies represented were
Draexlmaier Automotive, a German
company present
in
upstate
South Carolina and Honoray
Consul of Italy Mediterranean
Shipping Company, who has a
port in Charleston.

f=

There are over 97 German
companies present in the upstate, I
and
some
only
exclusively!
do
business.
with
other I
German companies.
Between the Alumni Panel and [
Roundtable discussions, students 1
were able to learn more about I
working in international trade f
and business. "Students especially I
loved the Roundtable discussions l~
because they could talk about their I
interests to the professionals," Dr. 1
Williams said.
The conference ended with
an Awards Ceremony and an ice
cream social, allowing another
opportunity for students to mix
ne
and mingle with the business
ye
professionals in attendance.
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The Language and International Trade Conference had the largest attendance yet
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Take our survey and it
could be yours.
Just tell us what you think
of your dining services,
and you could win the
Grand Prize of $150 Virtual
Gift Card, or one of three
$50 Virtual Gift Cards.
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Visitwww.college-survey.com/clemson
to take our survey!
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Hurry, sweepstakes ends March 16,2012.
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See Official Rules at www.college-survey.com/usa_do.cfm. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO
ENTER OR WIN. You must be legal resident or temporary resident, pursuant to a lawfully issued
and valid, non-immigrant visa, or the 50 United States and D.C., the age of majority or older to
participate. Sweepstakes Ends-3/16/2012. Void where prohibited. All trademarks are the
property of their respective owners.
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LEE from page Al
reason. Members of the Architects of the State of South
Carolina will be in attendance and hold their semi-annual
architectural conference in the new building at the conclusion
of the dedication ceremony. Alumni from the school of design
and building will also be in attendance, as well as current
faculty and students. The celebration will draw hundreds of
visitors to campus. John Jacques, professor emeritus of the
Clemson School of Architecture, as well as the project design
facilitator, stated that the dedication is truly "for the students"
as a place to further enhance and display their learning.
Construction included renovations inside the already
existing Lee Hall and an additional building that is connected
to the original structure and referred to as Lee III. Sustainability
was at the forefront of the design in Lee III and, through five
major components, will soon reach the goal of being a zeronet energy building. This means at the end of the calendar
year all operational costs will cancel out, and there will be zero
operational costs for the building to the university.
The components that work to achieve this high level of
sustainability are geothermal wells that contribute to heating
and cooling through radiant flooring, natural ventilation, full
day lighting through windows and skylights and a green roof,
which insulates and protects the structure. The grandeur of Lee
Hall can only truly be understood by a visit inside the structure.
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Mr. Phifer set out to create a space that fostered learning
through openness and collaboration. The building is an openstudio environment with workspaces that allow idea sharing
between students, teachers and different disciplines housed
within the structure — collaboration skills that students will
take into the professional field after graduation.
Lee Hall has been ahead of its time since the beginning.
When originally constructed in the late 1950s, Harlan
McClure, the architect and dean at the time, implemented
collaborative spaces and a self-ventilating structure to cut costs.
A lot of the features in Lee III were inspired by the original
structure and 1970s addition.
Many people may be unaware, but the original Lee Hall
holds a prestigious honor. It is the first modern building in the
state of South Carolina to be named to the National Register
of Historic Buildings.
The expansion was much needed, as the college now
currendy houses roughly a thousand students — students who
played a large role in the expansion. Current students served
on the Building Committee and designed the workstation
furniture, which was brought to life with help from the staff.
The completion of Lee Hall was accomplished with help
from Mr. Phifer and Partners Architects based in New York
City, McMillan Pazdan Smith who are locally based and
Holder Construction from Adanta, along with numerous other
staff members and professionals.

I

The open floor plan in Lee III was designed to foster collaboration amongst students.

Fun Fundraising for
Elementary Students
'nr,

Clemson Elementary School hosts yard sale to raise
money for better classrooms.BRETT MILLS
STAFF WRITER

Clemson Elementary School will
host its first-ever yard sale on Saturday,
April 14, from 8-10 a.m. in the school
cafeteria to raise money for its classrooms.
All participating classrooms will have
a table at the event. Proceeds from each
table will go directly to the respective
teachers classroom account, which can
be used to purchase school supplies and
other classroom necessities.
The sale will feature a wide array
of both old and new items, mosdy
donations from faculty, students and
their families. Local businesses, such as
Bi-Lo, Ingles and Dunkin Donuts, have
also joined the cause with donations of
their own.
The Clemson Elementary School
|l Improvement Council (SIC) will have
a table selling coffee, tea, cocoa and

assorted baked goods. All profits from
refreshments will benefit the school's
Artist in Residence Program, which hosts
artists recognized by the Soudi Carolina
Arts Commission.
Currendy, the program is slated to
host Japanese artist Yoshiko Moon, who
will work with the second grade and
multi-percussionist Jeff Holland, who
will spend time with the fifth grade.
While the SIC spearheaded, the
planning and organization of the event,
the idea of hosting a yard sale fundraiser
was first introduced by Assistant Principal
Melissa Terry, who had seen a similar event
transform into a successful fundraiser and
community tradition while at East End
Elementary School in Easley.
"Melissa suggested the sale to the
School Improvement Council when it
became apparent that the PTA was short
in its fundraising this year," said Gloria
Love, SIC chair. "The SIC decided to
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organize the yard sale to offer teachers
a fundraiser that would benefit their
classrooms direcdy."
In addition to Clemson Elementary,
the yard sale will benefit the surrounding
community as well. According to Love,
any items left unsold at the end of the
event will be donated to Helping Hands
of Clemson.
Since this year's yard sale will be the
school's first, Love said the administration
is optimistic that a good initial turnout
will be enough to make the event an
annual one. "We are hopeful!"
For more information about the yard
sale and Clemson Elementary School,
email www.cle.pickens.kl2.sc.us.
What Yard Sale Fundraiser!
Where: Clemson Elementary School
Cafeteria
581 Berkeley Drive, Clemson, SC 29631
When: Saturday, April 14, 8-10 a.m.

Innovation is
NEXT
Clemson Economic Development Club
visits center that focuses on progress.
HANNAH JEFFER1ES
STAFF WRITER

On Friday, April 20, 2012,
20 Clemson students will visit
the NEXT Innovation Center in
downtown Greenville. The group
will leave campus at approximately
9 a.m., to travel to the NEXT
facility. Planned events include
a tour of the facility, discussions
with several representatives from
entrepreneurial firms at the
Center, a special presentation
by NEXT Vice President Brenda
Laakso and lunch, courtesy of
NEXT. Activities should conclude
by noon.
There is
no charge to
participate, but space is limited.
Anyone interested in participating
should RSVP to CED Club
President
Aaron
Bowman
(abowman@clemson.edu) by 5
p.m. on Monday, April 16, 2012.
Spaces for the trip will be allotted
on a first-come, first-served basis.
This unique opportunity is a
collaboration between Clemson's
Community -and
Economic
Development (CED) Club, the
Greenville Area Development
Corporation and NEXT, which
is the economic development arm
of the Greenville Area Chamber
that is focused on high-impact,
knowledge-based
businesses.
According to Laakso, the 87
membet firms of NEXT are a
diverse group that includes IT,
software development, biomedical,
electronic devices and advanced
materials companies.
Excited about the opportunity
to connect Clemson students with
entrepreneurs at NEXT, Laakso
says students need to know that
"there are companies in the
Upstate that have national and
international markets that are
impacting the local economy in
a very big way and that these
companies typically hire students
coming out of college," she said.
- Students are also looking
forward to the trip. Anna
Whitener, CED Club Secretary
and first-year Master's student
in City and Regional Planning,
anticipates "learning about an
innovative hub of the Upstate,
the impetus for it, its successes,
challenges and opportunities for
the future."
Dr. Kenneth Robinson, faculty
advisor of CED Club and assistant
professor of sociology, believes the

trip will allow students to leatn
firsthand about the innovative
development strategies used in
the Upstate.
"In response to today's global
economy, local policy makers
and
economic
development
planners are beginning to call
for development strategies, like
NEXT, that focus attention
on
small
firms
and
local
entrepreneurs," said Robinson.
"The programs and activities of
the NEXT Center coincide with
a growing body of theory and
research that reexamines the 'bigger
is better' model and emphasizes
the organizational (importance)
of small-scale, locally controlled
economic enterprises."
William
Hopkins,
CED
Club Vice President and senior
Applied Economics and Statistics
major, said, "Community and
economic
development
can
impact communities of any size or
background (rural or urban) from
an economic perspective. In other
words, it helps to provide a better
understanding of communities
in general."
Clemson
University's
Community
and
Economic
Development Club is a studentbased professional development
organization for those interested
in learning about development
processes,
opportunities
for
local involvement and career
possibilities. According to Club
President
Aaron
Bowman,
"Organizations, such as the CED
Club, provide opportunities to
network and interact ..with other
people who are involved with
community development issues
in diverse areas, such as policy,
planning or financing."
Drawing
on
his
own
experience, Bowman, who is
pursuing his M.S. in architecture,
said, "By understanding issues
in other areas of development, I
feel that I am a better architect
and able to deliver design that
responds to the specific needs
of the
communities
where
I am working."
CED club is open to fulltime Clemson students in any
degree program. The club meets
the second Wednesday of each
month in Room 114 of Brackett
Hall. For more information
about the trip or the club, please
email abowman@clemson.edu or
krbnsn@clemson.edu.
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Speaking for
Success

Advice on Purchasing
Housing Loans

Delta Sigma Pi hosts motivational
speaker Steve Edwards.

Tips on how to decide which type of loan suits your needs.

PAUL BOTELLO
STAFF WRITER

Delta Sigma Pi and ClemsonLive
are co-hosting Steve Edwards on
campus on April 18 in Tillman
Auditorium at 6:30 p.m. At the event,
Steve Edwards, a motivational speaker,
will be presenting "5 Secrets to Unleash
Your Success."
Mo Spark, a senior at Clemson, is
working on behalf of Delta Sigma Pi to
put together the event.
"It won't be a lecture or a speech but
an experience," Sparks said. "Steve will
convey his message by telling relatable
stories of' his own successes and by
getting the audience involved through
a number of different interactions
and giveaways."
Although the business fraternity,
Delta Sigma Pi, is hosting the event,
it is aimed at faculty and students of
all majors.
"This is a possibility because Steve
has crafted a message that is relevant
and attainable for college students of
all disciplines, ages and even faculty,"
Sparks said.
Delta Sigma Pi has set the goal
of filling Tillman Auditorium for
this event. Last spring, they hosted

the event, "Your Job Your Money,"
featuring Tim Augustine and Adam
Carroll, which drew about 600 people
to Tillman. This year they are hoping
to set a new standard.
"We set the goal of filling Tillman
Auditorium, which seats around 820
people," Sparks said.
Delta Sigma Pi hopes that this
event will not only draw a large crowd
but also provide those who attend with
useful information.
"Steve doesn't provide a get rich
quick scheme, but instead helps you
to uncover all your hidden ambition,
so you can unleash your own success,"
Sparks said.
Steve Edwards has been involved
in a variety of things, from commercial
real estate to media ownership, before
his motivational speaking career. He
now gives talks across the country in
boardrooms and on college campuses to
all who will listen. Delta Sigma Pi hopes
that his stop at Clemson University will
live up to all the expectations and make
for a memorable event.
"We truly believe this will be
something that Clemson students will
be talking about long after and will give
them tools they need to unlock their
own personal success," Sparks said.

STUDENT FINANCIAL
SERVICES
Given the recent volatility in the
housing market, it is questionable as to
whether or not home ownership is for
everyone. However, after a few years
away from Clemson, some of us will be
looking to purchase a home. Below, we
are going to cover the basics of home
financing and ownership.
Typically, you don't pay for a house
with only cash. Most of the time, you
pay a down payment ranging from
0 to 20 percent of the value of the
house, and receive a loan from a bank
or another financial institution for the
remainder of the value. The standard
loan for a house is for 30 years, but
other types of loans are available. If
you want to pay off your house faster,
a 15-year loan is available, but you will
have a higher payment every month.
Another popular loan is the variable
rate loan. Unlike the 30-year or 15-year
fixed rate loans, the interest rate can
vary on the variable rate loan. This can
be beneficial when interest rates are
falling but risky when interest rates are
rising. Your credit score will determine
the rate that you will pay your loan.
Most lenders only give debt payments
(student loans, car loans, mortgage)

that are equal to 36 percent of your
income. So, if you have student or
car loans, this will decrease the total
amount that you can borrow.
Today, you have quite a few options
for loan providers. The traditional
bank is typically going to be the most
expensive place to get a loan, however,
if you are looking at a property worth
over a million dollars, then it might be
your only option. The Federal Housing
Administration allows first time home
borrowers to borrow up to 97 percent
of the value of their home. If you don't
have enough money for a 20 percent
down payment, then an FHA loan is
the way to go. Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac are government created private
companies that give loans to below
average income borrowers. Fannie and
Freddie both allow borrowers to borrow
up to 97 percent of the value of the
home as well. Veterans are also given
special loans through the Department
of Veterans Affairs. Typically, veterans
only have to pay a down payment of 2
to 3 percent.
Aside from your mortgage
payment, there are a few other monthly
or yearly cash outflows of which you
should be aware. Property taxes are
an annual expense that depends on
where you live. Rural areas tend to

have lower property taxes than cities;
these taxes are used to pay fot road
maintenance, schools and other public
works in the county or city where you
live. Mortgage insurance is required if
you do not provide a down payment
of 20 percent. This insurance pays the
bank if you default on your mortgage.
Once you have paid 20 percent into
your home, you can request that the
PMI be removed from your mortgage.
Home Insurance is required if you have
a mortgage.
This insurance pays to rebuild
your house in the event of a fire or
other disaster. If you live in a hurricane
or flood prone area, you will also need
additional disaster insurance. Finally,
if you purchase a condominium or
purchase in a neighborhood, you
will likely have to pay homeowner
association fees. These fees cover
the expense of common areas in the
condominium or the neighborhood.
These expenses are standard, so ask
your real-estate agent about them.
If you have specific questions
about home ownership or would like
to have your credit score pulled for free,
stop by Student Financial Education
Services. We are located in 805 in die
Union. You can contact us at sfesl@>
clemson.edu or 656-2280.

GO GREEK
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FRATERNITY AND SORORITY LIFE IS PROUD OF THE FOLLOWING ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Participated in Clemson's
annual Dance Marathon and
raised the most money

Two brothers were tapped
for Order of Omega,
bringing their total to 11

Kappa Alpha Theta

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Twenty-four teams
participated in the 4th
annual Kickin' It For
CASA and raised $2,600

Spent last Sunday cleaning
two miles of highway near
campus through the
adopt-a-highway program

v

Alpha Phi Alpha *

S>

Alpha Sigma Phi
Raised over $120 by having
a dress down chapter for "The
Paula Takacs Foundation
for Sarcoma Research

Delta Delta Delta
Donated books to a
class in Nashville in the
Teach for America program

Celebrated 29 years of superior service, supreme
scholarship, and unmatched brotherhood with a number of
events including Women's Appreciation Day

FRATERNITY AND SORORITY LIFE
DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS • 864-656-6253 -greekectemson.edu -cfemsofigreekUfe.com
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US Secretary of
Texting hinders
Agriculture talks food learning, study
security, education
shows

I

SEAN FRYE
KANSAS STATE COLLEGIAN
(KANSAS STATE
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(U-WIRE) - U.S. Secretary
of Agriculture Tom Vilsack
spoke about the significance of
agriculture in American society
and the importance of earning
degrees in agriculture at Kansas
State U. on Tuesday morning.
Speaking before a packed house
at McCain Auditorium, Vilsack
discussed agriculture's impact on
the economy and world affairs.
According to Vilsack, the world
population could reach as high as
10 billion people in the lifetimes
of the students currently attending
K-State. "We will have to increase
food production by 70 percent to
meet that demand," Vilsack said.
Due to a rising population
and a rising need for food, Vilsack
said that increasing the number
of people who are professionals in
agriculture is a necessity in order
to maintain peace. "If the world
is fighting over oil right now,
imagine what will happen if we are
all fighting over food," he said.
Vilsack hailed the U.S. as a
"food secure" nation, meaning
the country is able to feed its
citizens adequately. According to
Vilsack's lecture, 85 percent of all
food consumed in the country is
home-grown. "If the ports shut
down or if we as a country
are hunkered down in some
configuration, we will be able to
feed ourselves," he said.
Vilsack also touched on how
American agricultural programs
have a worldwide effect.

Specifically, he talked about
the McGovern-Dole International
Food for Education and Child
Nutrition
Program,
which
is sponsored by the USDA.
Vilsack said that programs like
the McGovern-Dole program
not only help feed the world,
but also help build positive
foreign relations.
"We all are in this together if
we want to meet this challenge of
feeding the world," Vilsack said.
"It's a challenge of a lifetime for
the students here. And agriculture
is at the center of all of this."
In the lecture, Vilsack focused
heavily on the economic success
of the agricultural community.
According to Vilsack, agriculture
is responsible for 10 percent of all
the country's exports.
"For 50 years, we have had
a trade surplus in agriculture,"
Vilsack said. "Last year was a
record at $37 billion."
Vilsack also said that with the
rise of precision technology in the
field of agriculture, more jobs have
been created, and that has helped
sustain the agricultural economy,
which he hopes the rest of the
country can model.
"We've
got
some
tough
decisions to make with reference
to the federal budget," Vilsack
said to the media following his
lecture. "We want to make them
strategic. I think [President Barack
Obama] is right when he says that
we need to get back in the business
of making things. Agriculture is a
proof point of that." The points
he made seemed to hit home with
many in the audience; Vilsack

received a very warm reaction at
the conclusion of his lecture.
One of the students in
attendance was Nate Spriggs,
student body president and senior
in agricultural economics.
"I thought the lecture was
great," Spriggs said. "I think he
gave a very important message as
to the challenges that we face and
the role of agriculture."
Provost April Mason was
also impressed with the lecture
and how Vilsack emphasized
food security. "I have a passion for
food security, so what Secretary
Vilsack said about the need for
agriculture to help us continue
to be a food secure country was
essential," Mason said.
Vilsack, who is the 30th
Secretary of Agriculture and the
former governor of Iowa, also
spoke about the developments
of the National Bio and AgroDefense Facility, originally planned
to be built on Kimball Avenue
in Manhattan, just east of Bill
Snyder Family Stadium. Despite
recent concerns over funding and
a risk of disease outbreak, Vilsack
said that the facility remains an
important priority.
"I understand the importance
and significance of that facility
and getting it done," Vilsack said.
"[The Department of] Homeland
Security is doing an assessment on
the site in the last year or two to
quantify the risk of exposure. We
are going to continue to work with
members of Congress to figure out
how and when, with tight budgets,
we can fund this. I think it's a
national priority."
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(U-WIRE) - Boston U. senior
Sana Ali said she usually pays
attention in class, but she will text
when she has the opportunity.
"I have a lot of three hour
classes," she said. "If I focus for the
first two hours, I feel like it's okay
to send a text. It's a reward system
for paying attention and staying
on task."
A recent study, which will appear
in the July 2012 issue of the National
Communication
Association's
journal
"Communication
Education" found students who text
more in class were less attentive and
demonstrated lower grades.
Boston U. psychology Professor
David Somers said the results of the
study were not surprising.
"It seems pretty obvious to me
that students who are distracted
in class, by texting or anything
else, will get less out of lectures,"
Somers said in an email interview.
"Multitasking typically leads to
impairment of performance of both
tasks, unless one of the tasks is very
automated." Students who text in
class often perceived themselves as
having learned less, according to
the study, which surveyed 190 U.
Pittsburgh-Bradford students.
Those who reported higher levels
of self-regulation graded themselves
better and reported learning more.
Somers said he is more interested
in why students cannot restrain
themselves from texting.
"I believe that texting, for
many people, is something of an
addiction," he said. "Each text
message that you receive is a reward.
To get that reward you need to send
a text message."

Somers said those who text
frequently have an expectation
of regular "rewards," and they
will unconsciously initiate text
conversations to get that reward,
which disrupts their focus.
College of Arts and Sciences
junior Denise Wong said she rarely
texts in class and is not very attached
to her phone.
However,
Wong
said
she
notices a correlation between the
characteristics of a class and how
frequently people text in it.
"A lot of times, in my classes
which are more interesting, I see
less people texting than in others,"
Wong said. "It's also harder
if you're in a smaller class or in
harder classes."
Mounica Donepudi, a BU
junior, said she does not usually
text during class; "I don't get service
in a lot of my classrooms," she
said. "Even if I did, I still probably
wouldn't text during class."
However,
Donepudi
said
professors do not often feel the
need to force their students to
pay attention.
"In college, you're expected to
do what's necessary to learn," she
said. "Professors don't monitor you
like they did in high school."
BU freshman Wesley Kang
said he texts during class despite
knowing he should not.
"I think it's not okay to text in
class, but I do it anyways," he said.
"It's rude.
Kang said he often texts more
in large classes that he finds boring.
"I get bored, and if you're in
a large lecture hall, it's impossible
for the teacher to know," he said.
"But if you're in a discussion where
everyone is expected to participate,
it's rude to text."

CONTACT THE NEWS EDITOR
NEWS@THETIGERNEWS.COM
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Interning in Atlanta this summer and need a place to live?

! I

Look no further than the
Intern Lodging Program at Georgia Tech!
Check out our web site
www.conference.gatech.edu/internlodging
to read about the program and take a virtual tour of the apartments.
For additional info contact (404) 894-2469 or
internlodging@housing.gatech.edu
Intern Lodging Program

Texting can prove a severe distraction in the classroom.

'.
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Tigra Scientifica: "Portable Physician
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The NASA Biocapsule has the ability to diagnose what ails the body and automatically dispense
medication even before an astronaut knows he or she is sick.
LANA WARD
STAFF WRITER

Maintaining a healthy body
can be a challenge for astronauts. A
round-trip journey to Mars takes two
to three years to complete. During
this time, there are not physicians
in space, and the closest hospital is
back on Earth. Not only are there
numerous ailments that could attack
an astronaut's body, but there is
also the threat of exposure to high
levels of radiation. Luckily for space
pioneers, Dr. David Loftus of the
Space Biosciences Division at NASA
Ames, has invented and patented the
NASA Biocapsule.
The NASA Biocapsule has the
ability to diagnose what ails the body
and automatically dispense medication
before an astronaut knows he or she is
sick. The Biocapsule, made of carbon
nanotubes, is approximately the size
of a pencil tip and is filled with
therapeutic agents, such as medicine,
hormones or cells.
These therapeutic agents are
released in measured doses over a
period of time, depending on what
the Biocapsule determines the
body needs. It would be similar

to having your own personal Dr.
House implanted under your skin,
without the sarcasm and biting
remarks, of course.
One of the most dangerous
threats in space is exposure to
radiation. As astronauts travel
beyond Low Earth Orbit, they put
themselves at risk for sudden releases
of intense radiation from the sun.
These "solar particle events" can
damage the body's bone marrow and
immune system. However, the NASA
Biocapsule can be filled with cells
that detect the increased levels of
radiation and dispense medicine to
help an astronaut's body compensate.
Without the aid of a Biocapsule, the
body may never recover and could die
from infection.
According to NASA, several
capsules can be implanted in an
astronaut to help treat different
conditions the body might encounter
while on a space journey.
Prior to the launch, a small incision
is made in the astronaut's skin for each
Biocapsule. The NASA Biocapsule is
implanted in an outpatient surgery,
which only requires local anesthesia.
After this procedure is finished, the
astronaut's body is equipped to stay

healthy for years because Biocapsules
have a long life span. Each capsule
has the ability to deliver several doses.
Therefore, there is not a "shelf-life"
to the NASA Biocapsules. They are
extremely tough, and there is not a
known enzyme in the body that can
destroy their nanostructures. Once all
of the medication has been dispersed
from the capsule, it will remain stable
in the body until a doctor removes
it upon return to Earth. NASA
hopes to see these capsules used with
International Space Station astronauts
during the decade.
Even though the treatment
of radiation is NASA's primary
application for the Biocapsule, there
are endless possibilities for patients on
Earth. For instance, insulin-dependent
diabetes patients may never need to
give themselves another shot.
Dr. Loftus commented on
the Biocapsule's application to
diabetes by saying, "Patients with
low-insulin
requirement
might
benefit from implantation of a
single capsule ... patients with
higher insulin requirement might
require implantation of more than
one capsule." This invention could
literally impact millions of lives — as
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NASA has pioneered medical technology for use in space.
of 2011 there were an estimated 346
million people living with diabetes.
Other possible applications include
cancer treatment, gene therapy
and severe allergy treatment. Even
though it is only speculation at this
point, Dr. Loftus thinks we could

realistically see the widespread use
of Biocapsules on Earth within 15
years. Keeping in mind all of the
Biocapsules' possible applications, it
is not an exaggeration to say that the
NASA Biocapsule has jumpstarted the
revolution of medicine.
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Real Summers
Start Here
So it's crunch time. You need an extra class in accounting,
biology, history, or English. Take it with HGTC at one of three campuses
near Myrtle Beach or online from your family's lake house. You'll save a
bundle on tuition, learn from our student-friendly faculty and have fun
along the way. Hey, real summers should be comfortable.
SUMMER CLASSES START MAY 21
SEE THE WEBSITE FOR CLASS SCHEDULES
$223 - $318 / TUITION PER CREDIT HOUR
-

HORRY GEORGETOWN
TECHNICAL COLLEGE

3 Convenient Campus Locations: CONWAY • MYRTLE BEACH • GEORGETOWN

Call 843-349-5277 or visit HGTC.edu
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SAY WHAT?
"AS OF THE LAST COUPLE DAYS HE HAS NOT RETURNED PHONE CALLS, TEXT MESSAGES OR EMAILS. I CANNOT GO FORWARD
SPEAKING TO THE PUBLIC ABOUT GEORGE ZIMMERMAN." — ATTORNEY CRAIG SONNER SAYING HE CAN NO LONGER REPRESENT
ZIMMERMAN, A FORMER NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH CAPTAIN ACCUSED OF KILLING TRAYVON MARTIN, AN UNARMED BUCK TEENAGER.

"WHILE THIS PRESIDENTIAL RACE IS OVER FOR ME. WE ARE NOT DONE FIGHTING." — RICK SANTORUM.
FORMER U.S. SENATOR FOR PENNSYLVANIA. ON HIS DECISION TO WITHDRAW HIS BID FOR THE REPUBLICAN
PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATION.

"I WILL DO EVERYTHING I CAN FOR ROMNEY. BUT HIS CAMPAIGN HAS GOT TO MAKE IT EASY FOR ME TO HELP AND NOT MAKE IT
HARD BY BEING TEMPTED TO PULL BACK ON CONSERVATIVE ISSUES." — GARY L. BAUER, THE PRESIDENT OF AMERICAN VALUES, A
CHRISTIAN ADVOCACY GROUP. BAUER WAS FORMERLY ONE OF SANTORUM'S MOST VISIBLE SUPPORTERS.

"IT IS NOT JUST NUCLEAR WEAPONS THAT HAVE TO BE DISMANTLED BUT AN ENTIRE SYSTEM OF POLITICAL REPRESSION." —
ROBERTA COHEN, CHAIR OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS FOR THE COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN NORTH KOREA. ON HER GROUP'S
ASSERTION THAT MORE THAN 150.000 NORTH KOREANS ARE INCARCERATED IN A SOVIET-STYLE GULAG.

"MANY PEOPLE KNOW THAT THE GOVERNMENT WON'T HELP THE PEOPLE IN WHAT THEY NEED. MANY PEOPLE COME TO US
TO COLLECT MONEY, DEBTS ON CARS. DEBTS FOR DRUGS. BASICALLY ANYTHING." — A COLUMBIAN TRAFFICKER. TALKING ABOUT
COLOMBIA'S LONGEST-SURVIVING DRUG CARTEL. THE ENVIGADO OFFICE.

"IN THIS LAW-ENFORCEMENT JOB, WHEN YOU PIN THIS BADGE ON AND GO OUT ON CALLS. WHEN YOU LEAVE HOME, YOU AIN'T
GOT A PROMISE THAT YOU WILL COME BACK." — RAY FOSTER. SHERIFF OF BUCHANAN COUNTY. VIRGINIA. ON THE RISING NUMBERS
OF POLICE OFFICERS BEING KILLED, ACCORDING TO STATISTICS COMPILED BY THE FBI.

"I KNOW IT'S GOING TO BE A VERY BUMPY RIDE."— OZZIE GUILLEN. MIAMI MARLINS MANAGER, APOLOGIZING FOR
COMMENTS HE MADE ON WHY HE "LOVES" FIDEL CASTRO; HIS WORDS PROVOKED OUTRAGE IN MIAMI'S LARGE
CUBAN EXILE COMMUNITY.

"MERELY ON A PROLONGED SHOPPING TRIP WITH HIS WIFE." — ZANU-PF. ROBERT MUGABE'S POLITICAL
PARTY, TRYING TO DISPEL RUMORS VIA TWITTER THAT THE ZIMBABWEAN PRESIDENT IS FIGHTING FOR HIS LIFE IN A
SINGAPORE HOSPITAL.
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Classifications
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100 Help Wanted
200 For Sale
250 Automotive
300 For Rent
350 Roommates
400 Services
450 Retail

100

500 On Campus
550 Events
600 Creek Life
700 Lost & Found
800 Misc
850 Travel
900 Personals

HELP WANTED

STUDENT HOUSING
INVESTMENT 4BR/2BTH
handyman special on one acre in
Pendleton. Separate entrance for
potential separate rental. Large
parking lot, front porch, separate
dining room, kaundry room with
washer/dryer hookup.
Tranquil location on CAT line
4 miles from campus and 2
blocks to downtown Pendleton.
Improvements in the works
include new windows and window
treatments, paint, floor refinishing
and covering, etc. Drive by
341 Keese St., then make an
appointment by calling 864-6466605. Asking 69000 or best offer.

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs (funloving) counselors to teach all land,
adventure & water sports. Great
Summer! Call 888-844-8080,
apply: campcedar.com

200

FOR SALE

300

Office Telephone Hoars

How to Place a Classified A

Deadline

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

By Phone: (864) 656-2167
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By Email: classified@thetigernews.com
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

3 p.m. Tuesday

Office Address
315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, S.C. 29634

FOR RENT

HOUSE FOR RENT
105 Fern Circle,
Clemson, S.C. 29631
Nice quiet neighborhood, fenced in
back yard, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, single
car garage, 3 miles from campus, pets
allowed. Available August 1, 2012
$1100.00/month. Contact at 615719-0654 or 615-776-2228

For Rent: 2000 sq-foot 4 bedroom 2
bath doublewide located a short distance
from Higpointe Apartment Community
for more info call Barbara 864-225-4116
or 864-367-2191
*References required

HOUSE in Clemson 3 bed 1
Bath,screened porch, washer/dryer on
CAT bus route.885/month
(864) 653-3512

Like New 2 Bedroom 2 Bath House 1
Mile From Campus. Available August.
Very Efficient, Low Utilities. $850
Month. Call or Text 864-650-0702 or
tripphuey@att.net.

1
I

House In Clemson 4 bed 2 bath .large
living room & dining room.
On CAT bus route 1160/month
(864)653-3725

HOUSE in Clemson: 4Bed 2Bath
Large Living and Dining room.W
asher/Dryer On CAT Bus.Close to
campus $1080/Month
(864) 653-3725

AUTOMOTIVE

Honda 1988 GL1500 motorbike
for free, if interested contact:
mrsbrownrracy@gmail.com

50 cents/word

Other:

$1.00/word

I

CasTi, Check

Eliminate Testing Anxiety just in time
for FINALS
www.itakecareofme.com
Clemson Student Seminars

450
HOUSE in Clemson 3 Bed 1 Bath
Sreened porch Central Heat & Air
Washer/Dryer On Cat Bus Route Close
to campus. $825/Month
(864) 653-3512

Rooms for Rent
2 BR in summer vacation home
available for 2012-2013 school year. 9
month lease, furnished, fully equiped
kitchen, W+D, satellite TV. + Internet.
All utilities included.
Private 5 acre lot. Central, SC. Ideal
for mature students, couple, faculty.
$l,000/month for both rooms.
Please call 828-553-0582

For Rent 3bdrm/3bthrm condo
in Hart's Cove 350/monfh/rm. It's
a fabulous place to live! For more
information call 864.908.6349 or email
1 lclemsonalumnil l@gmail.com.

ROOMMATES

Looking for a male roommate to live
in Highpointe. Please call or text 770344-9095 or email me at
rdcox@clemson.edu.

For lease, Historic 250 year old
SERVICES
Warerfront Log Cabin, updated, in
excellent condition, 1800 SF, featured in
Icabods at Sleepy Hollow
Country Living Magazine 1985.
Open for Special Events
Private wooded lot.
Check for Theme at
20 minutes to Clemson. Families only.
Option to buy. Email for pictures.
iiiiiui sWww.icabods.com

RETAIL

Pasture raised farm fresh eggs from
Shelton farms $2/half dosen - Tuesdays
at The campus Farmers' Market.
11a.m. - 2p.m. on Cox Plaza near
the Union

550

EVENTS

'Tis the season to clean out the fridge,
vacuum the apartment, and scrub
that annoying pollen off the car.
While you're at it, consider letting the
Clemson's Computer Store staff blow
the cobwebs from your laptop and leave
it with a scintillating sparkle! On April
16th from 10 AM to 4 PM the store
will be dusting, polishing, and detailing
MacBook and PC notebooks for our
Spring Cleaning event. Walk on over
and enjoy the gorgeous spring weather
in Cox Plaza while we give your trusty
companion a fresh-faced shimmer!
Spring Clean IT Event
Cox Plaza/603 Student Union
April 16,2012, 10AM-4PM
Sponsored by Clemson's Computer
Store Your Authorized Apple and Dell
campus store. 864-656-1563
www.clemson.edu/ccit/apple

900
400

250

Students:

www.thetigernews.com/classifieds
(864) 656-2167 • classified@TheTigerNews.com

350
NEW SERTA MATTRESS SETS
FOR SALE - $150. Brand New Serta
made Mattress/Box Spring Sets for Sale.
They are still in mfgs plastic and I need
to get rid of them ASAP! I'll take $150.
for each set! Call to set time
864-551-2411

Payment Methods

Classified Ad Rate

PERSONALS

On open letter to love:
If you like chocolate golden coins
Then you're prime to hop in ma loins.
If you think Santa Clause is true,
I'd like to talk to YOU!
—Bradford ■ » >..•»»
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WANT TO WRITE FOR
THE TIGER?
EMAIL KATELYN:
EDIT0R@THETIGERNEWS.COM

INTERESTED IN
PHOTOGRAPHY?
EMAIL SPENCER:
PH0T0@THETIGERNEWS.COM
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Eng ineerin
Biases

Do you think that Clemson University
is giving a disproportional amount of
financial administration attention to a
specific college?
Bobby McCill
:V

,

The pragmatic world in which we
live does not always appropriately value
the things we love. We are talking about
art, music, literature and all the other
components that make our culture (and
other cultures) so dynamic and enjoyable.
Despite their importance in history and
modern society, when the economy takes
a turn for the worse, artistically-inclined
jobs, majors and other programs are the
first to be shunted aside in favor of
more "practical" pursuits.
One might assume this is no novel
concept, but after the Great Depression
(certainly a much more extreme level
of economic downturn than what we
are dealing with now), government
administrators showed a great deal of
patronage for the arts, inspiring creativity
and aesthetic innovation for the betterment
of American culture. They saw the value
in imaginative endeavors and sought to
rebuild a foundation for creative careers.
This sounds like quite a departure
from the more scientific predisposition of
contemporary society. Not often does one
(hear of science and art being discussed
as if they are of equal importance. At
Clemson especially, there seems to be
a tendency to promote science-oriented
programs (namely engineering) over the
humanities. This is not necessarily a fault
of the university, but perhaps a product
of 21st-century educational values.
Nevertheless, the situation does raise
questions about the ethics of favoring
one program over another and how this
potential bias could affect students.
While we can't deny that the demand
for engineers has risen in the recent
past, this is no excuse to minimize
pursuits unrelated to scientific innovation
Furthermore, it should not be used to
justify imbalanced financial support for
students. After a little research, it was
discovered that the number of engineering
scholarships offered by the university
vastly outnumbered those offered to
other majors, especially those without the
coveted "STEM" (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics) status.
Although this seemed unjust at first, it
is also true that some generous engineering
alumni have been known to provide
financial support ($5 million was donated
to the civil engineering department only
a few months ago). Also, as Clemson
is a research university, the engineering
departments are typically awarded grants,
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"I think the College
of Business gets
too little funding
because they had the
same building for
over 100 years."

5S
which, could potentially make it possible
to allocate funds from other areas of
the budget to be put towards alleviating
financial burdens for engineering students,
hence the scholarship discrepancy.
Moreover, Clemson has been marketed
as an engineering school for some time
now, thereby attracting more prospective
engineering students who plan to study
within that college. By this logic, the
propensity to throw more support behind
engineering because of the greater
proportion of people studying it is fair
to a certain degree, despite how unfair it
may appear to students in other majors:
Even so, more research into the matter
could reveal otherwise.
There is no doubt that Clemson has
an exceptional engineering program,
but other departments (not limited to
the arts) are equally as accomplished
in their respective fields and frequently
get overlooked because of the stringent
focus on STEM majors. For example,
Clemson's
undergraduate
business
school was ranked in the top 30 among
national public universities according to
Bloomberg BusinessWeek in 2011, and
our accounting program garnered an
impressive ranking of 13th. Compare this to
the top 40 ranking Clemson's engineering
program received nationally, per the
U. S. News & World report in 2012, and we
see that perhaps the focus on engineering
is not only a result of the department's
success, but also an indication of the
perceived value of the program to society.
Beyond the realm of liberal arts
degrees, however, other science and mathrelated fields at Clemson also seem to be
hidden within the great shadow cast by the
prestige of engineering. For instance, we
have an outstanding nursing program with
a nearly 100 percent job placement rate
within weeks after graduation, but rarely
does it enjoy the same esteem associated
with engineering. Even our agriculture
department, the very foundation on which
Clemson was built so many years ago,
seems to have fallen by the wayside in
favor of more cutting-edge disciplines.
Despite the neglect, however, the program
has by no means lost its credibility, only its
respect. Anyone affiliated with Clemson

has probably been graced with the everoriginal "so you're a farmer?" witticism
(surely a USC favorite).
For many, education is of deep-rooted
importance. It's typically one of the first
questions to come up in a job interview,
date or other casual correspondence.
"Where did you go to school, and what
do you do for a living?" People with
a certain level of schooling typically
take pride in their alma mater and what
they've accomplished there. This is true
for Clemson especially; we're a university
known for our enthusiastic spirit and
appropriately vibrant orange.
So it seems the greatest injustice in
all of this is that we are each judged by
the perceived magnitude of importance
associated with our respective majors.
There is an invisible hierarchy within
Clemson (and likely other universities)
derivative of nothing but the public
function and supposed level of difficulty
of what each student studies.
In reality, a world without educational
diversity would lead to gaping holes in the
organization of our culture. If everyone
were an engineer, not only would there
probably be a surplus of Sheldon-esque
social awkwardness (that was a reference
to "The Big Bang Theory" for those of you
who don't watch television), but we would
also be lacking in so many other important
fields, fields that may not necessarily be
on the forefront of modern technology but
which do contribute a great deal to the
inner workings of our civilization.
What would advertising be without
graphic designers? Who would advocate
for the preservation of printed news and
libraries and proper grammar without
English majors? What would we do about
the question of sustainability without our
agriculture students? The point is, though
engineers may appear to be dealing with
matters of vastly greater importance, it
is not the only discipline necessary for
the prosperity of our national community,
and other majors should be afforded
the same respect.
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are
written by the opinions editor and represent the majority
opinion of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the
majority view, the staff editorials may not represent the
individual view of an\ particular member.
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Ryan Borders

"I think Clemson
should focus more
on improving the
liberal arts side of
the school."

Kirsten Asplund
"I agree that
Clemson pays more
attention to certain
colleges. 1 am an art
major and over half
the time I tell people
that they had no clue
that our department
even exists."

Hannah Miller
"The Clemson Art
department is not
funded as well as
it could be, mostly
because I think art
as a discipline or
career path is not
taken seriously by
students not in the
art program."

Kevin Egan

"I think the
Health, Education
and Human
Development gets
too little
funding."

Want to share your opinion?
Just select the QR code with
your smartphone or QR code
reader app to take you to The
Tiger Opinions' Facebook
page. Type your thoughts on
the issue this week and view
others' comments.
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Gets
a Facelift

From the
Editor's
Desk...

»
RACHEL ANDORFER

SAVANNAH MOZINCO

Columnist

m W

TimeOut Assistant Editor
Nearly each and every day, tour groups tromp across our
campus in droves. These clusters of boys and girls are easy to
spot — gangly and gaping, escorted by at least one parent. But
then, why shouldn't they be? Gaping that is. Here they are, on
a beauteous campus and, if we're unlucky enough, caught up in
class exchange traffic with more students swarming by than their
whole high school put together. It looks perfect, and for some, it
is. However, the longer I've been a Tiger, the more I've begun to
despair my fellow ladies. We are beautiful, smart and have the
chance to make an impact with our careers. Unfortunately, I'm
hearing less "I can't wait to make a difference" and more "I just
want to get married."
This is not to bash the institution of matrimony, but there's
a prevalent issue with women treating marriage as an item to
be actively pursued and checked off their life list instead of
allowing it to happen on its own. Especially down here in the
South, tradition is becoming an expectation. Why does someone
worry so much about fulfilling an expectation, finding something
they don't have instead of experiencing the fullness of the joy
they do have?
For some, it's all they've ever known. A majority of students
likely grew up with a stay-at-home parent, usually their mother —
a cultural norm. Seeing these women that we inadvertently look
up to filling the role of "Mother" gears girls toward expecting that
same life. Little girls' toys are aimed at promoting the basic ideas
of motherhood and set up expectancies for marriage. Barbie dolls,
one of the most popular toys among girls ages four to seven, have
all sorts of clothing options and accessories for their appropriate
jobs. Among them are wedding dresses and various domestic
appliances. Dolls in general give young girls something to care
for and nurture. This play-practice constructs, in however small
a way, an acceptance of matrimony equating a career. I've heard
enough from women my age to believe that this acceptance has
turned into an expectation that, if it isn't fulfilled, leaves them
feeling inadequate or that they're missing out.
The idea of marriage as a goal is more predominant in Southern
Christian schools, and Clemson certainly falls under this category.
The combination of tradition and religion is formidable. I can't
be the only one who's heard the expression "ring before spring."
Those nearing graduation are sometimes more stressed out about
where they and their boyfriend stand than how prepared they
are for finals.
What is a lady? She is the one that treats everyone and
every situation with due respect and sensitivity. Does being a
progressive and assertive female mean we have to reject overtly
feminine character traits and ideas? At times, it sure feels like
it. Our hindered ability to distinguish between falling in love,
where attachments progress gradually, and running after it, trying
to attach feelings to a guy that checks off all your boxes, have
the ladies of Clemson too caught up in promoting themselves as
eligible spouses than accomplished individuals.
SAVANNAH MOZINCO is a freshman majoring in language and international
trade. Email comments to letters@thetigernews.com.
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"t's time to make the switch. Everybody's doing it.
And if you don't do it soon, the switch will be made
-for you. Even President Obama and Republican
candidate Newt Gingrich have recently made the switch
to Facebook Timeline.
If you're one of those who's hanging on to the old
Facebook profile for your life, hoping against hope that
the switch is indeed going to stay optional, be prepared
for disappointment. Facebook's official blog states,
"Over the next few weeks, everyone will get timeline."
However, no one's really sure how many weeks are "a
few" because this blog entry was published in December.
Multiple news stories cite the same statement from
Facebook, so it seems that the engineers at Facebook
are being purposefully vague. Whatever the case may
be, it is clear that everyone will eventually get Timeline.
But it seems that nearly everyone I talk to is either
dreading the switch or threatening to delete their profile
when they're forced to switch, and perhaps rightly
so. Facebook Timeline lays out your life before your
eyes. Every picture, every update, every comment
ever posted is suddenly laid out chronologically for
everyone to see. Events deemed most important by
Facebook's algorithm, such as a wedding or graduation,
are automatically given more space than the status
where you vented about the professor who obviously
hates you. If you already feel your personal privacy
bubble is on the edge of bursting, just wait: there's
more. There are rumors that Facebook is making the
change in order to entice users to supply more personal
information, making it easier for ad companies to
target specific groups.
On top of the privacy issues, the new Timeline is
just plain annoying. Every time you want to post on
someone's wall, you have to scroll past the large cover
photo and other profile information. Also, each time
a new post appears on the Timeline, older posts are
moved from left to right between the two columns of
the new profile to keep them in chronological order.
When this switch is made, it will undoubtedly
be confusing, annoying, frustrating and, most
shockingly for the many dissenting users, radically
innovative and essential. Yes, you read that right:
innovative and essential.
Facebook has a way of knowing what we want
before we even know we want it. The addition of a
newsfeed to Facebook in 2006 originally upset many
users. Their concerns were quite similar to those about
Timeline. Concerns included privacy issues, such
as non-friends being able to see too much and the
possibility of "Facebook stalking," but how many of us
could now imagine a Facebook without a newsfeed?
The key to this innovation, though, is the fact that
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Before accepting my first internship, I did not forsee
apartments for $6oo or less being in the ghetto.
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RACHEL ANDORFER is a sophomore majoring in physics.
Email comments to letters@thetigernews.com.
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Stairs are two people wide, not two and a half. Thanks for
squeezing by me and my friend.

•

I can't rant on command.

Packaging science still'sucks.

to hours in a car for a hockey game ... has my boyfriend lost his mind??
^ Want t^ttnt? Send^jr rants t^;tters@Th(^DgerNews.a^i.
erNews.j
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Facebook is effectively changing the way we connect
with other people, changing the way we keep memories.
Timeline is, in fact, meant to act as a personal timeline
for each user. Many people have described it as a
sort of scrapbook.
Facebook has to change constantly to be continually
ahead of the curve. And because Facebook's users are
always changing, their social network needs to change
along with them. Statistics show that while the majority
of Facebook's users are in the U.S., the site is gaining
users exponentially in foreign countries. These new
users are accepting Timeline without complaint.
And the privacy issues aren't as bad as you think.
After reading through Facebook's privacy policy, I've
found that Facebook doesn't sell your information
without your permission. They also can't change the
privacy policy without notifying you.
If you're worried about the ad companies that use
information you post on Facebook to target you, worry
no more. Most advertisers on Facebook tailor their ads
simply by demographics. For example, they can choose
to advertise to 15-18 year old boys who live in the US
and like football. However, Facebook states that they
never let the ad companies know exactly who is seeing
their ads. The only information they know is that those
who see the ads fit the demographic. A small number of
companies, though, will place cookies on your computer
to better tailor their ads. If this worries you, there is a
site where you can opt out of these behavioral ads.
Still concerned? Remember,, any information ad
companies are using is information you've chosen
to share, and you can always choose to remove it.
Facebook states that deleted information only remains
on their servers for 90 days. After that, it's as if it was
never there in the first place. However, with the current
profiles not all past posts are visible, but they are still
public and would still show up on a search engine.
Timeline brings these posts back, actually making it
more convenient to delete those statuses you posted
after a few too many drinks on your 21st birthday.
In terms of other Facebook users seeing your
information, you have complete control of exactly who
sees each post or photo. Simply organize your friends
into lists, then for each post or photo, there is an option
when you mouse over it to choose which list(s) of friends
can see it. So you can choose to, say, share that post
venting about your professor with a few of your closest
friends, and hide it from your uncle who happens to be
a professor himself. This may seem tedious, but once
your friends are organized into lists, it literally takes
about two seconds to control who sees a certain post.
So honestly, yes, the transition to Timeline will be
annoying and time-consuming for some people, but
I would bet that soon we'll wonder how we ever got
along without it.

If you're going to fuss about not seeing your rants in The
Tiger and not send any in, suck it.
^^
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Takes

Should attendance in college
classes be mdollatory?

Take 2:

Take 1:

j

The American South is
modestly priced compared to
the more urban and populated
North, and though I acknowledge
Clemson's
affordability
in
particular,
college
is
still
expensive. So then why is it that
students take it upon themselves to
skip class whenever they please?
Laziness? They'd rather chill on
Bowman? 8 a.m. isn't their thing?
Well, before you decide
to snooze through your next
chemistry class, know this: for an
in-state student, one hour of class
time (one real hour, not credit
hour) costs roughly $53. For an
out-of-state student, the rate is
significantly higher, at $123.
Moreover,
beyond
being
financially illogical, chronic classskipping will cheapen the value of
your college degree. The primary
purpose of going to college in the
first place is to get an education
(usually), and hopefully a
thorough one, not one comprised
of a mere fraction of the effort you
should have put forth. Granted, it
would be unreasonable for your
time at Clemson to be exclusively
focused on academics, but
gallivanting around town instead
of going to class could seriously
hurt you in the long run.
What would the world be
like if we all came and went as

THE TIGER

While I realize the importance of
attending class, I don't believe it's right
for teachers to require attendance. We (or
more likely, our parents) are paying to be
here, and we should be allowed the right
to choose whether or not we go to class on
principle. I'm certainly not advocating the
practice of skipping, I simply believe it's
borderline unethical to tell us how to use
what we pay for.
Some people might compare college
to a real job, in which we would lose
money or could potentially be fired if
we decided to give ourselves a few more
vacation days than we have available. This
is both a good comparison and a bad one.
In a real job, the amount of work you put
in should, ideally, be directly proportional
to the compensation you receive in your
paycheck. This is the same with attending
class; the more you go, the more likely you
are to benefit from the lecture in the form
of good grades. The Comparison ends,
however, where finances are considered.
If you pay to be there, you should be able
to decide whether or not you show up.
The main argument in favor of
mandatory attendance is likely one that
centers on quality and quantity of learning.

we pleased? Organization would
disintegrate; nothing would get
done, and society would likely
fall to chaos. Professors should
reserve the right to make class
attendance mandatory, not only to
ensure that you get the most out
of his or her teaching, but also to
maintain the structural integrity
of the class. If nobody went to
class, then the professor's job is
meaningless; if the professor's job
is meaningless, the college itself
has no use.
But maybe this doesn't apply
to you. Perhaps you have a full
scholarship, and every hour spent
away from class is neither a penny
lost nor a penny earned. Perhaps
you boast a perfect attendance
record (though I'd wager few
people are innocent of playing
hooky). Whatever the scenario,
before you dismiss this message,
consider what it says to your
professor when you cut class.
Think about how long it must
have taken to achieve this level
of professionalism in his or her
career. To us, skipping class may
seem like a well-deserved break
from the daily grind, but from a
professor's perspective, this may
not only be a sign of disrespect,
but also an indication of how
dedicated you are (or are not)
to your studies.

The more you go to class, the more you
will learn. It's logical in theory, but I doubt
requiring a student to go to class every day
will keep them from dozing off during a
lecture after a particularly late night.
Moreover, say a student has something
of equal or greater importance than class
and must prioritize which to spend his
or her time on. The allotted number of
absences has already been used on sick
days, but the student has no choice but
to miss class for this other hypothetical
event. In the end, the looming and
omnipotent attendance policy claims
victory, and this otherwise capable student
loses three points off of his or her final
grade over something that was beyond his
or her control.
This is the great injustice of mandatory
class attendance. With a limited number of
absences with which to work, dedicated
and intelligent students could potentially
become victims of the system, as many
teachers decide to penalize absentees
by docking points off their final grades.
Instead of trying to reprimand those who
persistently skip class, professors should
let the level of dedication reflect itself in
the students' grades.
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Take 3:
For many of us, college is the
first point in our lives in which we
experience real freedom. Freedom
from
the
loving,
meddlesome
onlookers known as parents. Freedom
from the invisible boundaries our
high school reputations set for us.
This novel independence is what
makes college so formative; this is
the place where people go to become

the people they were meant to
be. We grow, and we mature
(most of us, anyway), and we
learn how to take responsibility
for our actions in the absence of
our parents' guidance.
This is what makes mandatory class
attendance and limited absences so
unreasonable. When professors decide
to make attendance compulsory, it
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takes away some of the ownership that
students have over their education.
Without
compulsory
attendance,
we would be free to explore and
understand the value of class time
on our own and start to create good
habits of punctuality and responsibility
that aren't created by force but stem
from a desire to learn and follow
through with obligations.
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Moreover, by taking away the
choice of whether or not we go to
class, professors are stripping us of
the potential to grow and learn from
our mistakes. Isn't that what college
is all about? Isn't that what life is all
about? Becoming an adult is a process,
and it's not one that's going to be sped
along any faster if our teachers are still
setting grade-school-esque boundaries.
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YANAKOROUVA

Columnist
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t's almost midnight on Sunday in Cooper
Library. Unlike other days, the computer lab
is pretty packed with exhausted students.
Bathrooms are out of toilet paper; Java City is still
open; empty bottles of Coke and cans of Red Bull
are all over the place. Yes, you guessed right, it's that
• time of the year: final exams are coming. Teachers
have told students a million times: "Do not stay up
all night trying to learn the material for the whole
semester overnight, it will never work!" Students
apparently interpret that message in their own way:
"You said I can't do it? Challenge accepted!" Either
•" they are trying to copy Barney Stinson from "How
I Met Your Mother" or are just extremely confident
in their memorizing superpowers. However, chances
I are their bodies will give in to sleep in the middle
of the night.
That is, unless they find a magic fuel to keep
I them awake all night. Thankfully, in the 21st century,
that fuel has been discovered for us and is available
in any vending machine across the hall.
You grab a cold refreshing energy drink and take
a sip. Now nothing will stop you from staying up all
night, memorizing 300 pages, passing the exam and
proving your teacher wrong. Or so you think.
One thing that could stop you from conquering
the material of the entire semester overnight is the
"crash-and-bum" effect of the energy drink that you
"• just enjoyed. You might argue and say: "Red Bull
is supposed to give me 'wrings,' I haven't heard
anything about the crash!" You're right, energy drink
-, companies have aggressive advertising campaigns
that focus only on good stuff: the coolness of the
drinks, energy boost and the taste. Unfortunately,
. they leave information about negative side effects
out of the picture.
So you might wonder, "Why does the crash
effect occur?" The answer is quite simple. The main
sources of energy in those drinks are sugar and
caffeine. Both give you that energy boost that you
so desperately need on the night before finals, but
" unfortunately, that energy is short lived. Livestrong
explains that some ingredients in energy drinks,
such as sugar and high fructose corn syrup, can
• raise the level of insulin in a person's body, which
gives them an energy boost. But it lasts only for
a short period of time. When the level of insulin
• drops, you can experience headaches. Same goes

for caffeine, it gives you a boost but leaves you
crashed in a few hours. Moreover, overconsumption
of caffeine can lead to "irritability, sleeplessness,
abnormal heart rhythms, decreased bone mass and
upset stomach" (Livestrong).
Those side effects don't sound too scary. But
Clemson Associate Athletic Director Dr. Loreto
Jackson, who works with student athletes, helping
them build nutritious diet plans, warns: "If you have
an underlying health condition, such as, you are prone
to seizures, or you may have an underlying cardiac
condition, it [overconsumption of energy drinks]
could be quite fatal." Another issue about energy
drinks that Dr. Jackson points out is the mixing of
products. For example, combination of energy drinks
and some medications might have unforseen results.
Perhaps you are totally healthy and this
information does not apply to you, but don't rush
to the cooler for a Red Bull just yet. Most Clemson
students are involved in some type of sport;
chances are you are not an exception. Energy drink
advertisements are directed toward active, athletic
people. Advertisers claim that energy drinks increase
athletic performance and give you that extra kick.
Is it true? Energy drinks and sports drinks are two
different things, which we sometimes forget. Energy
drinks contain much more sugar and caffeine.
Although it is proven that caffeine can boost your
energy levels and in some cases increase athletic
performance, it might also cause dehydration,
especially in heated conditions. (New York Times)
Let's face it: dehydration is not going to help you
climb those Clemson hills!
Not to mention the amount of caffeine that you
consume plays a huge role on your wellbeing. About
200-300mg of caffeine daily will not harm you; it is
within the norm for a healthy person. But, excessive
amounts can really mess with your nervous
system (The Corsair).
Now you might check the caffeine content table
and find out that a large cup of Starbucks coffee
contains almost three times as much caffeine as a
can of Red Bull. Seems like energy drinks are better
than coffee. Then why am I even rambling about the
harm of energy drinks here? First of all, face it,
a can of Red Bull will not be the only caffeinated
product that you drink or eat today. We don't think
about it but, actually, things like chocolate, candy
and soda also contain caffeine. Now, take a second
to calculate the total amount of caffeine that you had
today. A morning coffee — 150 mg; chocolate bar
that goes with coffee — 30mg; a bottle of coke for
lunch — 58mg. Add an energy drink and another

coffee for the night study session. Can you hear
your heart screaming, "Stop! I need rest!"? Plus, the
amount of sugar in all that stuff guarantees to get you
"sugar high" and cause some major sleep problems
and make you gain some "sweet" pounds. (Center
for Science in the Public Interest) (Livestrong). Still,
the caffeine and sugar amounts are by far not the
biggest problems about energy drinks.
Dr. Jackson says that energy drinks contain many
other ingredients than just caffeine, effects of which
we might not even know about. For instance, Red
Bull was banned in France in 19%, due to concerns
about taurine (an amino acid, one of the components
of energy drinks); it was also banned in a couple of
other countries. The ban was lifted in 2008, but the
fact remains: we still don't know the actual effects of
taurine on the body (Reuters).
Okay, you get the point, energy drinks might
not be as good as they seem, but spring finals are
right around the corner. No matter how much you
wish you could be completely ready for them, you
will definitely need that last minute preparation.
Just don't panic!
There are actually plenty of natural energy
sources that don't harm your body, one of which
is simply sleep. You might be surprised how much
more you can learn if you sleep at least a couple of
hours. Another thing that professionals recommend
is food. Yep, that's right. High protein foods will
satisfy your body's nutrient requirements and make
you feel better. Also, you can get your sugar from
food like chocolate; it is yummy and good for you.
Lisa Lynn, an expert from the Dr. Oz show, says that
drinking at least eight glasses of water every day will
boost your metabolism and keep you going ("The
Dr. Oz Show"). I have to agree with that, even if
the magic powers of water will not keep you awake,
going to the bathroom after drinking too much of
it sure will.
Another piece of advice: try running a couple of
miles around Clemson before your exam. You have
probably noticed by now that Clemson has more hills
than a girl's mood on a rainy day. Use this to your
advantage! Running gives you an adrenaline boost
and hills provide annoying pain in your muscles (the
amount depends on your shape), both of which will
keep you awake.
So do energy drinks really give you wiings?
Maybe they do. Do they let you use those wiings as
long as you need? Not really.
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Smith Jordan
Smith, Jordan, Lavery & Lee, P.A.

The 42-year-old adventuresome Australian, Felix Baumgartner,
took skydiving to a new level: jumping out of a space capsule in the
stratosphere at an altitude of 13 miles.
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A truckdriver from Vineland, Md., delivered his third roadside baby
in Dallas, Texas.

"Charged with a Criminal Offense? - Don't Lose Your Scholarship!"

The small town of Buford, Wyo., — population one — was just
sold to an anonymous Vietnamese buyer after an 11-minute online
auction.

Call Nick Lavery today at 654-3680

Injured in an Auto or Motorcycle Accident?
I have been serving the Clemson community lor over 10 years,
was a state court prosecutor before joining Smith Jordan in 2002.

After found running through the streets of
Paterson, N.J., a rogue cow will be spared
from the slaughterhouse and instead be
rewarded with life on a farm.
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CRIMINAL DEFENSE - DUI
AUTO ACCIDENTS

down

654-3680

Instagram on Android added one million users within the first
12 hours. Hipsters gathered in mourning.

www.ClemsonDui.com

A five-year-old boy in Bridgeport, Conn.,
brought heroin to his kindergarten show-andtell.
A boy in Anhui province in China sold his
kidney for an iPhone and now
suffers from renal deficiency.

CONGRATULATIONS CLEMSON FOOTBALL 2011 ACC CHAMPIONS
A PRIVATE LAKEFRONT
STUDENT COMMUNITY

CLEMSON'S PREMIERE WATERFRONT
STUDENT COMMUNITY
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2, 3, & 4-Saite
Condominiums
Private Bathrooms
Washer & Dryer in
each unit
High Speed Internet
Available
Computer Lab

Ample Parking
Volleyball Court
Basketball Court
Pool & Fitness Center
Tanning Bed
Barbeque Picnic Area
Gas drills

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 Bedroom, 4 Bath Condos
Walk-In Closets
Stainless Steel Appliances
Granite Countertops
High Speed Internet
Available
Washer & Dryer
Lagoon Style Pool
Lazy Lagoon River
Study Area & Game Room

OTHER FEATURED PROPERTIES
• Tillman Place
• Oak Crest
• Cedarwoods
• Lakecrest

• Campus West
• Fort Hill Commons
Village Green
Heritage Place

• Daniel Square
• South Ridge
University Place
College Heights

w w w. A P M CI c* m s o u . c o m

864.654.3333

' Tanning Beds
1
Fitness Center
Sand Volleyball Court
■ Private Shuttle to Campus
Jvfanned St, Gated
Entrance
■ 7-acre Green Space
4 Minutes from Clemson'ft
Campus
' Pet-Friendly

Plus many more popular locations
• Houses, Townhouses
& Apartments
• 1,2, $, & 4 Bedroom
• Furnished & Unfurnished

• Pets allowed in select
properties
* Many locations within
walking distance to campus

DVANTAGE PRO!PERTY
M A N A (; E M E N T 1

$91 College Ave., Suite 202, Clcmaou, SC 29631
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In Defense of Meat
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JOHN SCHOOLER

Columnist

I

The New York Times recently requested
essays defending carnivorous and
omnivorous lifestyles. The editors have
formed a contest, complete with judges (most
are vegetarian), to find the best ethical reasons
for eating meat. Since defending the ethics of
walking and talking seems absurd, it likewise
seems ridiculous to give reasons for why it is
ethical to eat meat. Therefore, I want to dispel
the most common arguments I have heard
from ethical vegetarians.
There are two main types of ethical
arguments against consuming animals: the
human-centered and the animal-centered.
There is only one human-centered line of
reasoning worthy of being labeled an ethical
discussion. Economic vegetarians, as I call
them, arise from a concern for the whole of
mankind. Their noble aspirations, however,
get sidetracked along the way. They contend

that it is unethical to eat meat because it uses
too many natural resources to create^ They add
weight to their cause by noting that if everyone
ate only vegetables, many more people could
be fed on the same resources we use now.
While the sentiment of this line of reasoning
is appealing, its factual basis is not sufficient
to form an ethical standpoint. The argument
is about the resource-to-nutrition ratio, but the
line drawn is arbitrary. Why not outlaw some
plants that require more resources than others?
Why not advocate eating bugs and rodents
that scavenge for sustenance, essentially
using zero resources?
Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly,
this ethic does not provide a solution to the
problem of world hunger and starvation. To
my knowledge, hunger relief organizations are
not sitting on gobs of cash complaining about
the lack of food available for purchase. If you
want to help alleviate hunger, send money
to organizations that are already doing that.
Abstaining from meat no more feeds a hungry
child than turning off your light provides
electricity for that child.

Animal-centered arguments, on the other
hand, focus on the loss an animal experiences
due to its death. This view is unsupportable,
though, unless you believe that there is an
afterlife for animals in which they are able to
reflect upon their desire to have lived longer on
earth. A person who accidentally falls asleep on
the couch in the afternoon does not regret their
mistake, until they awaken to realize what they
have done. But before this logic is extended
to justify murdering humans, consider the
differences between humansrand animals:
At this point, it becomes clear that these
questions will always boil down to one's beliefs.
Only in the context of a worldview can one
answer the questions of relative importance of
species, rights and the purpose of living. While I
believe it unethical to ignore debates of this kind
or even to haphazardly make up one's own rules
merely for convenience's sake, there is no way
to get around the fact that the conclusions one
draws are always products of the framework
in which they begin. Those who ascribe to a
particular religion are bound to seek answers
in that religion's texts. Those who ascribe to no

religion, or even a mix of religions, must at some
point make up their own rules. Since subjective
statements should never be the basis of ethics, it
is impossible to argue that it is unethical to eat
meat. It can only be proven that it is wrong to eat
meat if one ascribes to the same ground rules as
the one making the argument.
Therefore, animal suffering as a basis for
arguing for ethical vegetarianism falls short
in that it cannot bear the weight of different
frameworks. The human suffering argument
also fails to establish an ethic because it is
arbitrary and does not actually benefit those
it seeks to aid. Vegetarianism is certainly not
wrong, nor is it a concern for the welfare of other
species. But the real basis for ethical discussions
is the beliefs from which we generate our
assumptions. Therefore, eating meat is, in
fact, unethical under certain presuppositions
but is also perfectly allowable when other
assumptions are employed.
is a graduate student in Business
Administration. Email comments to letters©
thetigernews.com.
JOHN SCHOOLER
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Clemson Ring Metal Art

Diploma Framing

Four models to choose from:
Yard, Wall, Tabletop, and Ornaments

(Dozens to choose from. $75 up)

Clemson Prints
(Hundreds to choose from)

Clemson Books
(Over twenty in stock)

Metal Art
(Tigers, Tillman, Clemson Rings)

Custom-Made Any Year

Mention this ad and receive $10 off any purchase during March,
(Stop by to see an original Clemson diploma from 1896 and you will receive a FREE poster!)

Aliens' Creations, Inc.
Frame & Art Gallery
Located across from the Water Fountain Plaza
on College Ave (not "downtown") Clemson

i

864-654-3594

ClemsonPrints.com
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It has been nearly four months since the 2011
football season ended with an embarrassing loss
to West Virginia in the Orange Bowl. In those
four months, the Tiger football team has gone
through a lot of changes on both sides of the ball,
with a new defensive coordinator and new offensive schemes. These changes will be on display
this Saturday in Clemson Memorial Stadium, as
the Tiger football team clashes with itself in the
annual intra-squad scrimmage. The Orange and
White game kicks off at 4 p.m., in Death Valley.
Fans looking to be wowed by Sammy Watkins,
Tajh Boyd and the rest of the Tigers can stroll

Scott Firth was called upon from the Clemson bullpen to relieve Brady. Firth pitched the final five innings, earning the victory after allowing no runs and
only three hits. Firth was able to work out of jams in
both the eighth and ninth inning to force the game
into extra innings. Neither the Tigers or Blue Devils
were able to score in the tenth inning, but in the top
of the eleventh inning, Clemson's first baseman, Jon
McGibbon, smacked the first pitch he saw into rightcenterfield for a triple. Jay Baum drew a walk to put
runners on first and third for Brad Felder. Felder belted
a single. McGibbon scored easily, but Jay Baum also
scored on the play, after the throw from the outfield
went errant, allowing Felder to advance to second
base. Felder came home by way of a Spencer Kieboom
single, giving the Tigers a 4-1 lead heading into the
bottom of the eleventh inning. Only one Blue Devil
reached a base in the bottom half of the inning, so Firth
managed to get the final two out to end the game with
a final score of 4-1.

Clemson is a special place. It's
a place where you make your
best friends and your fondest
memories. It's a place where you
see incredible things and learn
life's most important lessons.
It's a place where you can experience traditions that have stood
the test of time. It's a place that
makes you never want to leave,
and you know that you will look
back later in life and think to
yourself, "That was fun."
Clemson has been a part of
my life since I was born; I went
to a football tailgate while I was
still in a diaper. I remember
watching basketball players my
friends have never heard of. My
family loves Clemson, and they
raised me to be a Tiger. I will be
forever grateful.
Clemson sports, like those of
any other college, have their ups
and downs. I've had my^heatt
broken countless times by sporting events that are trivial in the
grand scheme of life, but I'm
not ashamed to say that I love
Clemson sports. They are a part
of who I am.
I've also seen some great accomplishments in Clemson
athletics during my time here.
I saw the football team win an
ACC Championship when everybody had lost faith in them.
I saw the basketball team beat
No. 3 Duke in Littlejohn Coliseum by 27 points and make
Mike Kryzewski look like he
had never coached a basketball
game before. I saw the baseball
team beat Alabama in a superregional to advance to the College World Series. I've had some
memorable times at Clemson,
and these memories are some of
the most vivid.
Most Clemson fans get chills
the first time they see the Tigers
run down the hill in Death Valley; I get them every time.
Some Clemson fans let the
outcome of a football game affect their mood for the day; it
affects mine for the whole week.
Most Clemson fans are happy
when the basketball team makes
the Big Dance. I'm frustrated

see BE DEVILING page C5

see ROAR page C5

right into the stadium on Saturday afternoon,
free of charge.
After giving up an all-time bowl record 70
points in the game, Head Coach Dabo Swinney
decided that it was time to part ways with thirdyear defensive coordinator Kevin Steele. Dabo
then lured Brent Venables away from Oklahoma,
where he had served as an assistant to Bob Stoops
since Stoops was hired back in 1999.
One of the positions Venables has to improve
immediately is linebacker. The Tigers struggled
mightily at that position last year, but this year's
spring game will give several players a chance to
shine. The starting middle linebacker, Stephone
Anthony, will miss the Spring Game due to a finger injury. This injury is unfortunate for Antho-

ny, but it will give sophomores Lateek Townsend
and B.J. Goodson and junior Justin Parker more
opportunities to prove that they should start
alongside Anthony in the fall.
The defensive line will also be a key position to
watch, as they lost three of their best four players.
Senior Malliciah Goodman is the only returning
starter from last year's defensive line. If you want
a preview of what next year's line will look like, in
addition to watching Goodman, be sure to look
for Vic Beasley, Tavaris Barnes, Corey Crawford
and DeShawn Williams.
The offense has also seen some major changes
in the last few months. It has not seen any coachsee FOOTBALL page C3

BEDEVILING: TIGERS SWEEP AWAY DUKE
BRAD HAIDER
STAFF WRITER

This past weekend, the Clemson Tigers baseball
team was in Durham, N.C., for a three game series
against the Duke Blue Devils. After getting swept by
Virginia during their last road trip, the Tigers got back
to their winning ways on the road by sweeping the
Blue Devils.
Kevin Brady started for Clemson on Friday, and the
offense helped him out early. The Tigers jumped out
to a quick start by grabbing a 1-0 lead in the top of
the first inning. Steve Wilkerson led off the game with
an infield single, which extended his hitting streak to
18 games and then advanced to second on a passed
ball. After Thomas Brittle grounded out, during which
Wilkerson moved to third base, Richie Shaffer brought
Wilkerson home with a single. Brady went six innings,
scattering four hits, while giving up only one run and
striking out three Blue Devils. The Tigers held that
1-0 lead, until the bottom of the seventh inning when
Duke tied the score at 1-1.

SCORES

UPCOMING
BASEBALL
Friday 04/13
NC State @ 6:30 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

!

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Saturday 04/14
Wake Forest @ 11 a.m.
Clemson, S.C.

FOOTBALL
Saturday 04/14
Spring Game @ 4 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

BASEBALL
04/11 • Georgia
Tigers 7-8 Dawgs

BASEBALL
04/10 » Furman
Tigers 12-5 Paladins

BASEBALL
04/08 • Duke
Tigers 4-2 Blue Devils
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SHOTGUN CLUB RETURNS
FROM NATIONALS
AARON RANSDELL
STAFF WRITER

PHOTOS: JOSHUA S KELLY
Although they have only been
around for four years, Clemson's
shotgun club has seen its competition team surging this year, as they
have participated in several competitions around the southeast. The
club, headed by President Brandon
McMenemy and coached by Rick
Willey and Ed Prater, is comprised
of the competition team and a recreation group.
The competition team is in their
second year and has a total of 15
students, three of whom are girls.
Though the competitive team is still
growing, the team has seen recent
success at competitions in Jacksonville, Fla., and San Antonio, Texas.
"Over the past four years, I've
watched this club grow from nothing more than a group of friends
shooting clays in a field on the
weekend to a serious competitive
program," said McMenemy.
The events that the team takes
part in include American Skeet,
American Trap, International Trap,
Sporting Clays and Five Stand.
The team mostly practices American Skeet, American Trap and Five

Stand, the events available to them
at the university range, but they
travel to nearby courses to prepare
for other events as well. The types
of events vary at each competition,
and the team competes in both the
fall and spring semesters.
The team was exceedingly successful in both the fall and spring
South Eastern Collegiate Invitational in Jacksonville, Fla. They
won these competitions by a relatively large margin in each of their
trips. At the fall Jacksonville shoot,
shooters Nick Carone and Tyler
Leinbach took second and third in
the American Trap event.
At the spring Jacksonville shoot,
team member Hunter Baughman
won the American Trap event,
shooting a perfect score. He also
came in second in the American
Skeet event and tied for the individual overall high score for the day,
breaking a total of 118 targets out
of 125.
Most recently, however, the team
traveled to San Antonio, Texas, to
compete in the ACUI Intercollegiate Clay Target Championships.
Clemson's team competed in Division III at the event against other
schools that consisted of Jacksonville University, University of Vermont, Hillsdale College, University
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of Arizona, University of Illinois,
Texas Tech, Mississippi College
and several others. The team competed in all six events and won
the American Skeet, International
Skeet, American Trap and International Trap events in their division.
Their performance was fruitful:
they took home silver in their division as a team. Clemson's team was
represented by members Brandon
McMenemy, Player Aston, Austin Rodgers, Jack Rogers, Hunter
Baughman, Austin Mogy, David
Tucker, Katie Stansell and Lillie
Dukes.
Membership is open to any student looking to get involved with
Clemson's shotgun club, and any
member can join the competition
team as well. The club and competition team range from beginner
shooters to experienced ones, and
membership provides an excellent
opportunity to improve one's shotgunning ability or be a part of a
competitive team.
If anyone is interested in joining
Clemson's shotgun club, they have
coaches and experienced shooters
that will provide instruction to new
shooters. If anyone has questions
about joining the team, they can
contact Brandon McMenemy via
email, atjmcmene@clemson.edu.
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VAVA VOOM TOUR
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FRIDAY APRIL 27 • 8PM
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL TICKETMASTER
OUTLETSJHE BI-LO CENTER BOX OFFICE,
TICKETMASTER.COM & 800-745-3000
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TIGERS SWEPT AWAY
BY STATE OF VIRGINA
CODY HANKS
STAFF WRITER

;

This past Friday, No. 2 Virginia came to Clemson to take on
the Tigers, who are ranked No. 66 overall. Clemson was defeated
6-1 by the Cavaliers, who improved to 18-1 on the season and
8-0 in the ACC, while the Tigers dropped to 8-11 overall and
4-4 in the ACC, respectively. The only win for the Tigers was
in the number-six singles match when Zachary Rigsby defeated
Philippe Oudshoon 6-0, 6-4.
Clemson did not fair well on Saturday either as Virginia Tech
came into town and nipped the Tigers for a 4-3 victory. Virginia
Tech improved to 9-10 and 5-4 in ACC play, while the Tigers
yet again dropped a game, leaving them at 8-12 and 4-5 in ACC
play. Luke Somen from Virginia Tech defeated Clemson's Yannick Maden in number-one singles 6-2, 6-3 to clinch the match
for the Hokies.

START WITH AN IDEA..,

GRADUATE IN ONE YEAR
WITH AN
AND YOUR OWN BUSINESS
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY MBA IN
ENTREPRENEURSMIP AND INNOVATION

cortfni yw tvim>
FOR MORE INFO VISIT: www.clemson.edu/mba OR CALL 864-656-8173
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FOOTBALL frontpage Cl
Clemson's record-setting attack
from a year ago will be even more
dangerous in the upcoming season.
The Tigers averaged 75.4 plays a
game last season (17th-most in the
country), but Morris wants to move
even faster.
"We're a fast-paced offense anyway,
but we want to go faster," Morris said.
"After studying ourselves and our
reports, we found that if we could've
pushed five more snaps a game, eight
more snaps a game, we could've
scored more points. We should be
faster. We need to be faster."
In order to speed things up, one of
the things Morris has instructed his
guys to do is to hand the ball to the
ref at the end of the play instead of
throwing it on the ground. This way,
the referee can more quickly spot the
ball ready for play.
Speed has not been Morris's only
concern this offseason. He has also
added a new wrinkle to the offense.
Morris flew out to talk to University
of Nevada coach Chris Ault, the
inventor of the pistol formation.
The pistol differs from the more
traditional shotgun formation as
it moves the quarterback closer to
the line of scrimmage. The shotgun
has the quarterback stand seven feet
behind the line, with the running
back standing to his side. The
pistol, on the other hand, has the
quarterback lined up just four yards
behind the line, with the running
back standing directly behind him.
Look for this new formation in the
scrimmage, but do not expect it to
be featured too heavily. The pistol is
another formation that this offense
can use, but the shotgun will still be
its featured formation.
The offensive line, like its defensive
counterpart, will be looking to
recover from a slew of graduations.
Only two starters, Dalton Freeman
and Brandon Thomas, return from
last fall. The other three projected
starters for the Spring Game —
Tyler Shatley, Kalon Davis and
Giff Timothy — will try to prove
that they belong with Freeman and
Thomas.
Sammy Watkins and DeAndre
Hopkins are two of the best wide
receivers in the Southeast. And if
Martavis Bryant and Charone Peake
have good showings on Saturday, this
crew of receivers could be rated as
one of the best in the country going
into next year. Also watch for tight
end Brandon Ford, as he looks to give
Morris another great starting tight
end after the departure of Dwayne
Allen.
'
Quarterback Tajh Boyd spent his
spring break in California working
alongside Landry Jones and Andrew
Luck with quarterback trainer
George Whitfield, who helped the
junior with several aspects of his
game, such as his ability to throw on
the run, deep ball accuracy, pocket
presence and ball security.
Ball security is something Boyd's
teammate, sophomore running back
Mike Bellamy, will also look to
improve come Saturday. Bellamy had
trouble holding on to the ball last
season, and he found ways to drop
the ball off the field as well. However,
he has shown a lot of improvement,
and he is looking to use Saturday to
show the fans that he has changed
enough to be worthy of backing up
Andre Ellington at the running back
position.
Change. There has been a lot of it
on this team in the last four months,
but one thing that will not change on
this team is a willingness to improve.
These Tigers look to show their fans
that improvement this Saturday.
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First off, for
those who may not have followed
your career, just give a little bit of
your background before arriving in
Clemson.
BRENT VENABLES: I played
at Kansas State before I became
a student-assistant in 1993. The
next two years I was a graduate
assistant, before I was hired full
time in 1996 as linebackers coach
and run game coordinator. In 1999,
I moved to Oklahoma to be the codefensive coordinator with Mike
Stoops, and I took over full time in
2004x
Obviously, you were at
Oklahoma for a number of years.
What made Clemson the right
move after all that time? What was
different about this?
BV: First and foremost, Coach
Swinney and his vision for this program, his passion for this program
and his passion for these young
people. In the coaching profession, it's difficult to win and win
consistently at any program. For
me, it was recognizing the history
and tradition of Clemson football,

the location, the commitment to
the facilities, the academic reputation, along with the support from
the administration. Between President Barker and [Athletic Director]
Terry Don Phillips, I think they have
a great vision of where they want
to take this program, to a perennial contender for championships.
You're in a fabulous location where
you're in arms reach of a lot of
young prospects, and you're at
a school that is very attractive to
those players. Death Valley is as
good as it gets in college football.
When I came on a visit, I got a
sense of a really family atmosphere
from the coaches to the players to
everyone else. At the same time, I
didn't weigh it against Oklahoma,
because everything I said about
Clemson, I could say the same
about Oklahoma, and you can't do
that with many programs.
S: Talk a little bit about the
timeline of the move from Oklahoma. How long after Dabo offered
you the job did you know you were
going to make the move?
BV: I really can't remember all
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the details. It was a lot of sleepless nights, to be honest with you.
I know within four or five days I
was on campus with my wife and
maybe five days after that is when
we tied everything up. It was probably over an eight to 10 day period
that it got done.
ITS* You have a history of defending on the same team as
a spread offense. Do you think
that gives you an advantage over
someone who doesn't? Because
obviously with Morris's offense, it
puts a lot of pressure on the defense to be ready at all times.
BV: Let me just state what the
facts are: when you are on a team
that gets a lot of snaps on offense, the flipside is that the other
team could get a lot of snaps on
offense as well if things don't go
well. Good, bad or indifferent,
that's what could happen. Obviously, that's more chances for the
opponent to move the ball, to put
up points and to make more explosive plays. That's the nature of
an up-tempo, high octane team. I
think if you look at the teams who
are statistically one of the top-ten
teams on defense, they usually
have offenses who are in the bottom half of the country, statistically, in snaps per game. That
being said, I still think you
can play great defense
with a spread offense,
but you have to work
together in how you
develop your team,
out of season,
and how you go
into games. You
have to try to
complement
each other.
There
has been a lot

of talk of running a base defense
that is more of a nickel-base, more
of a 4-2-5 look. Is that something
you prefer to run or is that you adjusting to your resources here at
Clemson?
BV: With the talent we have here,
first and foremost, our goal is to put
together a defense that puts the
best 11 out on the field at the same
time, our best 11' playmakers. We
need to make sure we have what it
takes to get after people and make
stops. There are a lot of components that are involved there, but
it's a space game, so you've got
to have athletes who can play in
space under duress. We need to
have the biggest and fastest guys
who can do exactly that.
TfS; I'm sure you've been asked
this question, but with a team like
Georgia Tech, what do you do to
stop a team that is so different than
everyone else on the schedule?
BV: Well, if you coach for long
enough, you will run into just about
every type of offense. They have an
offense that is very difficult to defend. There is a reason they led the
league in rushing last year: they are
pretty good at what they do. At the
same time, our objective is to defend them well and theirs is to hold
onto the ball and move down the
field. We'll cross that bridge when
we come to it, but we have a certain philosophy when it comes to
slowing them down. It still comes
down to discipline, playing physical, making tackles, not giving up
big plays, getting off the field on
third down and, again, it comes
down to complementing the offense that we have here. If you
don't and you give that team extra
possessions, you don't get them
off the field on third downs, it becomes an incredibly long day.
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PENLEYS BOYS FINISH

SIXTH IN TEXAS
WYATT STEPHENS
STAFF WRITER

The men's golf team traveled to
the state of Texas this past week to
compete in the annual Woodlands
Ail-American Invitational. The Tigers, who are currently ranked 13th
in the nation, were the only team
to represent the ACC in this event.
Led by Billy Kennerly and Crawford Reeves, the Tigers finished in
sixth place with a collective posting
of 863 over the three-round tournament.
Kennerly produced a one underpar score of 215, posting rounds of
73-72-70 for the Tigers. He produced ten birdies throughout the
tournament, half of which came
during his final round of 70. The
freshman had an impressive back
nine during the final round of play,
birding four out of six holes to produce two-under par for the final
round.
"He just does everything right,"
said head Coach Larry Penley. "He
knows his limitations and knows
his game."
Kennerly's collective score of 215
allowed him to finish in a tie for
20th place.
Crawford Reeves also finished in
a tie for 20th place with Kennerly.
Reeves' posting of 215 included
scores of 71-70-74. Reeves, a junior,
had two consistent rounds to start
but struggled in the final round,
posting two-over par. He posted
four bogeys on the front nine but
went birdie-birdie-eagle on the
back nine. Reeves' eagle on the parfive 13th brought him back to even
on the day, but the junior would
make bogey on 16 and 18.
"His ball striking is solid and his
game is solid," claimed Penley. "We
just need to see more of his putts
go in."
Thomas Bradshaw also produced
an eagle during tournament play.
The sophomore posted an eagle in
the second round of play, allowing
him to clinch a two-under par score
of 70 for the round. Bradshaw pro-

ROAR from paged
when we don't win the whole
tournament.
Clemson sports are a part of
me. Clemson is a part of me.
Clemson is a part of every student who passes through on his
or her journey through life. I
am a few short weeks away from
completing my time at Clemson,
and I'll leave those of you who
have more time than that left
with some advice to make your
Clemson experience as memorable as possible.
Take it all in. I know it's easy
to find yourself going through
the motions of the week, but treat
every day like it's unique instead
of just hanging around waiting
for the weekend. Embrace the
beauty of the campus every time
you walk through it. Skip class
one day to go to the pool when
it's 90 degrees out. Go out on a
Monday night just because you
have nothing to do the next day.

duced rounds of 73-70-74, a collective score of 217 for the tournament. Bradshaw's eagle round of 70
also included seven birdies but was
counterbalanced by five bogeys and
a double bogey on the day. Bradshaw's final round of 74 placed him
in a 25th place tie.
Senior McCuen Elmore produced rounds of 73-73-77 for the
Tigers. The senior finished 56th in
the event, but his two consistent
rounds of 73 collectively included
seven birdies and one eagle. The senior posted four birdies in the final
round but produced an eight on a
par four.
Corbin Mills did not compete in
this week's event after competing in
the Masters last week. Mills is also
expected to compete in RBC Heritage in Hilton Head this weekend.
Mills, a junior, was nominated as
a Ben Hogan Award semifinalist on
Wednesday.
"I think he deserves to be a semifinalist," stated Penley. "I think it is
such an honor to be named one."
Hayden Garrett took the Tigers'
fifth place spot this past week, replacing Mills. Garrett, a freshman,
produced rounds of 77-74-70. Garrett's final round of 70 included six
birdies that allowed him to post a
two-under par score for the day.
Garrett's collective score of 221
placed him in a 50th place tie.
"He actually played very well the
last day," said Penley. "He finally
started to come around the second
day and played well the last day, and
we needed it."
The Tigers will be traveling to
Uwharrie Point, N.C., next week
to compete in the ACC Championship. The Tigers look to contend
in this event, as they are considered
one of the elite teams in the ACC.
The University of Arkansas went
on to win the Woodlands Invitational with a collective score of
841. Geoff Shaw of Texas A&M
received medalist honors after
producing an 11-under par with
rounds of69-67-69.
Take a weekend road trip for no
reason.
Start a cadence count on the
way into a football game. Yell C,
L, E, M, S, O and N at the top
of your lungs every time you hear
Tiger Rag play. Yell at the referees from the student section at a
basketball game (respectfully, of
course). If you attend Clemson
University, you are a member of
one of the best and most loyal collegiate fan bases in the country.
Do things that make you feel like
an integral part of that fan base.
Ultimately, you are at Clemson
to get an education. Focus on
your schoolwork, but don't get so
caught up in it that you don't allow yourself to have some fun. Because that's what college is about.
As much as it is about working
hard and earning a degree, it's
also about living your youngest
adult years to the fullest.
And if you don't like to have
fun, Clemson is definitely not the
place for you.
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BE-DEVIUNG from page Cl
Saturday's contest was an offensive
explosion for the Tigers. Clemson recorded 15 hits. Thomas Brittle led the
Tigers, knocking out four hits, including a triple and a double, driving in five
runs and scoring three as well. Clemson
sent Dominic Leone to the mound. Leone went 6.1 innings, striking out nine
Blue Devils along the way.
Clemson once again scored in the
first inning, after Richie Shaffers
single scored Brittle, and they went to
work again in the third inning. Brittle
reached first on a bunt single, and then
Shaffer ripped a double to left that
scored Brittle. Shaffer was brought
home courtesy of a Jon McGibbon
single to left field. Clemson held a 3-2
lead after five innings but widened that
margin in the sixth. Garrett Boulware
led off the sixth with a double down the
left field line. Two batters later, Steve
Wilkerson reached first on an infield
single, giving him a 19-game hitting
streak. Both Boulware and Wilkerson
scored on Brittle's triple to right-center,
and the Tigers led 5-2.
Clemson managed to add another
run in the top of the seventh inning

when Baum crossed the plate on Wilkerson's groundout, increasing the Tigers' lead to 6-2. The Blue Devils were
able to chip away at the Clemson lead
in the bottom half of the seventh inning. Duke capitalized on a wild pitch
and a hit-by-pitch with timely singles,
posting three runs in the half inning to
cut the Clemson lead to only one run.
The Tigers put the game out of reach
in the top of the ninth inning. Baum
led off the frame with a walk and advanced to second on a sacrifice bunt by
Kieboom. Tyler Slaton, who entered
the game in the eighth inning, belted
an 0-2 pitch to right field for a single,
scoring Baum from second. Clemson
was the recipient of a bit of good fortune when the Duke infield misplayed
Jason Stolz's grounder, negating a potential double play. Wilkerson drew a
walk to load up the bases for Brittle,
who delivered a clutch hit. Brittle laced
a double to right that scored all three
Tiger base runners, and Brittle was able
to advance to third on the throw home.
Shaffer's sacrifice fly allowed Brittle to
score, giving the Tgers five runs in the
half inning. Duke was unable to muster a comeback of any means in their
final at-bat, and Clemson captured the

second game of the series by a score of
11-5.
Clemson entered Sunday's series finale looking to sweep the Blue Devils.
After Saturday's offensive slugfest, Sunday was much more of a pitcher's duel.
Kevin Pohle got the win for Clemson;
he allowed only two runs on four hits
in seven strong innings on the mound.
Neither team scored for the first five innings of action. Clemson squandered
several potential scoring opportunities
early in the game. Duke scored one
run in both the sixth and seventh innings, giving them a 2-0 lead. In the
top of the eighth inning, Clemson
got the bats going. The Tgers had the
bases loaded when Baum stepped to the
plate. Baum smoked an opposite field
double to right-center scoring all three
of the Tgers that were on base, giving
Clemson their first lead of the game by
a score of 3-2. Baum moved to third on
a grounder by Brad Felder. Kieboom's
sacrifice fly to center scored Baum, increasing the Clemson lead to 4-2. Daniel Gossett came on to pitch the final
two innings of the game for the Tgers.
Gossert's two scoreless innings secured
the 4-2 victory for Clemson on Sunday
and the series sweep.
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THE NUMBERS NEVER LIE
SEAN HANS
STAFF WRITER

In today's increasingly explanation hungry world, we look for a
definitive answer to our every question. Simple logic no longer suffices; we need hard evidence to tell
us why exactly something happened
and what it means going forward.
With the acceleration of our information society, we have developed
an almost maniacal reliance on numerical data. That is not to say this
is a bad thing; in many aspects of
our society, such as the economy,
infrastructure, scientific and medical research, it is absolutely required
to insure the protection of our livelihood. The question is, do we want it
in sports?
The explosive growth of sabermetrics in baseball over the past
several years is not really giving us
a choice. Don't get me wrong; I am
a fan of this statistical enlightenment. It helps teams better analyze
what happened, why it happened
and what to anticipate in the future.
It provides fans with some insight
into the game that was not available
even five years ago. It offers answers
to the unanswerable questions that
surround the sport of baseball. But
do we really want all of those questions answered? Do we want numbers to absolutely overrule what we
watch and dissect with our own two
eyes?
Part of the enjoyment of sports is
the inability to explain everything.
Arguments are so captivating because we have our own opinions of
what we witness on the field, and
nobody ever knows what is truly
correct. Statistics are nice because
they add a different facet to the discourse, but they should not be the
end-all-be-all. You can back up your
opinions with hard evidence, and
that's great, but it diminishes the
human element of athletic competition. This sabermetrics movement
has become so advanced, with statistics so encapsulating, that it has
created an air of definiteness around

the numbers. The eye test has gone
the way of Walkmans and Juicy
Couture Sweat suits.
35 years after the inaugural publication of The Bill James Baseball
Abstract, advanced stats have cemented their place within the inner
baseball world. Every front office
has a sabermetrics expert serving
in an advisory role to the general
manager, and most general managers have a sabermetrics background.
Tampa Bay Rays General Manager
Andrew Friedman was a top analyst for a private equity firm when
he was hired in 2003. James himself currently serves as the Senior
Advisor on Baseball Operations
to the Boston Red Sox. As
each front office becomes
more saber-heavy in their
decisions, and writers
and bloggers use more
advanced statistics in
their analysis of what
they watch, the effects will trickle
down to mainstream
coverage.
It's only a matter of
time before SportsCenter anchors are telling us
about Troy Tulowitski's superb
wRAA (Weighted Runs Above
Average) and Carl Crawford's overrated VORP (Value'Above Replacement Player).
The reality is, though, these statistics truly are very useful, and
they're certainly not going away. It
is a sad reality, but it is reality. There
is no going back to the way it was,
when there was no numerical explanation for why Derek Jeter got
better in the clutch. Back then we
just watched in awe, as he used his
trademark inside-out swing to poke
a game winning single through the
right side of the infield. Now we are
bombarded with his BABIP against
left handed relievers on a 2-1 count
with one out and a man on second
in the bottom of the eighth against
a team from the AL West during a
1:05 EST game in May. And all we
can do is accept that and see where

it goes from here. Like with society,
baseball life will move on. We will
all come to accept sabermetrics into
our discourse, and if not, we'll fall
behind. In keeping with the times,
here are a few of the advanced stats
that will become increasingly integrated into our daily baseball speak:
BABIP (Batting Average on
Balls in Play): Tells whether a hitter
or pitcher had good or bad luck. It
measures the frequency of which a
batter reaches base after putting the
ball in the field of play. An unusually high BABIP for a hitter means

he got lucky that many of the balls
he put in play landed away from the
fielders, so he should regress back
to normal eventually. An unusually
high BABIP for a pitcher means he
got unlucky with many of the balls
hitters put in play, so he should expect his performance to improve.
2011 Batting Leader: 0.380, Matt
Kemp & Adrian Gonzalez
2011 Pitching Leader: 0.223, Jeremy Hellickson
xFIP (Expected Fielding Independent Pitching): Shows what a

TRACK TEAMS BRING HOME
RELAY TREBLE
PAUL BOTELLO
STAFF WRITER

.-

The Clemson University track
and field program went to Florida
this weekend to compete in the Pepsi Florida Relays. 28 of the women
and 22 of the men made the trip to
compete at Percy Beard Track.
On Saturday, the Clemson Tigers
took top collegiate honors in three
different relay events to conclude the
meet. The Tigers were the top collegiate groups in the women's 4x 100meter relay, men's sprint medley
relay and men's shuttle hurdle relay.
Bridgette Owens, Dezerea Bryant,
Marlena Wesh and Jasmine Edgerson were on the women's 4x100
team. They were the second fastest
overall with a time of 43.45 seconds,

which set another new school record
in this event.
Warren Fraser, Justin Murdock,
Jaron Roberson and Chris Slate
made up the men's sprint medley
relay team. They took top collegiate
honors with a time of 3:20.82. The
women's team took third overall in
this event with a time of 3:55.60,
which is the third-best time in
Clemson history.
The men's shuttle hurdle relay
consisted of Spencer Adams, Charlton Rolle, Marcus Maxey and Elijah
Britton. They had the best collegiate
time of 55.38, and they placed second in the Clemson record books.
In the field events, Brittany
Waller took runner-up in the hammer throw with a mark of 1807".
This was a season best throw for the

junior.
April Sinkler came in second
in the women's triple jump while
matching her season-best. She posted a jump of 43'8.5" and finished
second by only a centimeter.
On Friday, Ty McCormack
finished as the runner-up in the
3000-meter steeplechase. He posted
a personal best time of 8:59.65.
Bridgette Owens also posted a
runner-up finish on Friday in the
100-meter hurdles. The sophomore
from Oak Park, Mich., posted the
best collegiate time of 13.26, falling only to Adidas sprinter Tiffany
Porter.
The Tigers will next compete in
two weeks at the ACC Outdoor
Championships from April 19-21 in
Charlottesville, Va.

pitcher's earned run average truly
should be by using BABIP and a
multitude of other factors. It incorporates the league average home
run rate to account for different
ballparks' dimensions. This weeds
out the pitchers who rely on a great
defense behind them to create outs
and validates those who were let
down by their fielders or who play
in a small ballpark like Citizens
Bank Park.
2011 Leader: 2.56, Zach Greinke
OPS-plus (On Base Percentage
Plus Slugging Percentage, Adjusted): Combines the batter's On Base
Percentage (how frequently he gets
on base) and Slugging Percentage (a measure of the player's
power by how many bases
he reaches per at bat).
Then it adjusts to the
effects of the player's
home ballpark, taking away the advantages of playing in
a hitter's park like
Coors Field.
2011
Leader:
181, Jose Bautista
UZR/150 (Ultimate Zone Rating per 150
Games): Calculates a player's
fielding efficiency compared to
the league average over a 150 game
sample size. There are over 250 factors that go into creating the statistic, but it is basically a measure of
how many runs that player prevents
through his range, ability to throw
runners out and errors he commits.
2011 Leader: 31.0, Brett Gardner
WAR (Wins Above Replacement Player): Measures how many
wins a player is worth above the
worst possible replacement player.
It weighs a player's ability to create
runs for his team on offense and create outs on defense. Players with a
high WAR are statistically the most
valuable players to their team.
2011 Leader: 9.4, Jacoby Ellsbury
Bill James started a revolution
with The Bill James Baseball Abstract. He is considered the godfather of advanced statistics. Millions

of baseball fans have gravitated
towards sabermetric analysis, and
more continue to follow every day.
This is what baseball has become.
There is an answer to every question, an explanation to every anomaly. Statisticians can tell you everything about a game without having
watched a single pitch, and there's
something fundamentally wrong
about that. I like stats, but I love the
personified intricacies of the game.
I love seeing the second baseman
with a low WAR and OPS-plus defy
statistics and get the game-winning
hit against a pitcher with a transcendent xFIP because it does not make
sense.
This is why Tim Tebow and Jeremy Lin captured America's heart:
their successes did not make sense.
All the data showed that they would
not succeed. We have become so
accustomed to watching sports objectively that if something does not
rely heavily on statistical evidence, it
comes into question. Our lives are so
built around numerical, explainable
proof that we yearn for things that
are flawed and do not fit the equation. It is a shared desire to break
from logic, from the establishment.
For something as inexplicable as
Tebowmania or Linsanity, it shows
there are still exceptions to the rule.
There is nothing to back it up, and
it allows for that desperately desired
subjective discourse. Lin and Tebow
shoved it in the face of those.who
feel sports have to be totally explainable. There was no justification for
why they succeeded; they just did.
It was a perfect example of human
intricacies overruling statistical explanation.
Sabermetrics tend to desensitize
us from the sophistications and simple beauties of the game itself, the
human complexities and frailties
of competition that America fell in
love with when baseball originated
and when Tebowmania and Linsanity took off. That beauty is sometimes lost on fans of sabermetrics.
Let's hope that it is never lost on the
rest of us.

Want Free Food?
BGR Trivia Night
Tuesday Night 8-10 p.m.
Come by for a different type of Trivia!
- Pictionary
- Scattegories
- Family Feud
-$50 to the Winner!
Burger Lovers Unite!!!
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TIGERS SPLIT
MIDWEEK SERIES
ROBBIE TINSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR
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Clemson was flying high against
Georgia on Wednesday night. The
Tigers held a 7-2 lead and looked well
on their way to a five-game winning
streak and a season sweep of their interstate rivals.
Keeping tune with their unpredictability, though, they allowed the Dawgs to score six in the fifth and were held
in check the rest of the way as Georgia
won 8-7. Patrick Andrews, who relieved Daniel Gossett, suffered the loss
in 0.2 innings of work. The deciding
run came on a wild pitch that scored
Georgia catcher Brandon Stephens.
In a losing effort, Thomas Brittle
continued his recent form with three
hits, including his first home run as a
Tiger and three RBIs. Steve Wilkerson
added two hits and two RBIs of his
own. Stephens led the Dawgs with two
hits and three RBIs to go along with
scoring the game-winning run.
Ross Ripple was the good-luck winner after going an inning and allowing
two runs on four hits, thanks in part to
the rest of the Georgia bullpen, capped
off by Blake Dieterich, who earned his
sixth save of the year.
On Tuesday, the Tigers jumped out
to a 9-0 lead against Furman at Fluor
Field in Greenville and withstood a
mild Paladin comeback to win, 12-5.

The Tigers got off to a quick start,
loading the bases with two walks and
a Brittle single in the first inning. After
Pohl grounded into a fielder's choice,
Jon McGibbon started off the memorable night by lashing a single into center to score Brittle and Shaffer.
Clemson broke the game open
with four runs in the third and three
in the fourth. Brad Felder's two-run
single gave the Tigers a 6-0 lead in the
third, and McGibbon continued his
big night with a two-run homer in the
fourth to make it 9-0.
The lead might have caused some
complacency for the Tigers and starter
Jonathan Meyer in the bottom of the
fourth. The Paladins already had a run
back after Chris Ohmstede drove in
Will Miller, but the Tigers looked to
be out of the inning on a tailor-made
double-play ball to Wilkerson at second. However, the Tigers' second baseman booted the ball, and the inning
continued. Three straight Furman
singles brought in three more runs as
the lead was cut to 9-4, spelling the
end of Meyer's night.
David Hasleden went another inning to earn his second win of the
season, and Mike Kent went the rest of
the way, only allowing one more run in
four innings to earn his first save of the
season. The Tigers padded their lead
with two in the eighth and one in the
ninth for the final score of 12-5.
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HARRIS GETS WIN NO. 250
EMSLEY LEWIS
STAFF WRITER

This weekend, the Clemson women's
tennis team traveled to Virginia to battle
it out against No. 13 Virginia and No.
66 Virginia Tech.
On Saturday, Clemson upset Virginia
6-1. This was the 250th win for Tiger
head coach Nancy Harris, at Clemson,
her 95th ACC win and her 66th win
overatOp-25 opponent. The Tigers (138, 6-3 ACC) gained important ground
in the ACC race by defeating the Cavaliers (13-5, 6-3 ACC), who entered the
match against Clemson in fourth place
in the league standings. The top four
teams in the league will receive byes in
the first round of the ACC Tournament.
Clemson won the top five singles
spots and the doubles point, only giving
one match to the Cavaliers.
In doubles play, Monika Kochanova
and Klara Vyskocilova improved to 20-5
as a team this season with their 8-3 win
over Peretz and Fuccillo on court three.
On court one, No. 17 Josipa Bek and
Keri Wong defeated No. 55 Emily
Fraser and Lindsey Hardenbergh, 8-3,
moving their record to 16-7 as a team
this season. On court two, No. 60 Hana
Tomljanovic and Erin Vierra beat Romy
Kolzer and Beatrice Gumulya 9-8 (5)
after the doubles point had already been
decided.
Three of the Tigers earned wins over
ranked singles opponent:, on Saturday,
including No. 88 Vyskocilova, who
defeated No. 16 Emily Fraser, 6-2, 6-4
in singles on court two, which was the
highest-ranked win of her career to date.
Vyskocilova is now 21-7 this season and

LEADERSHIP

ACCOUNTABILITY

♦

7-1 in ACC play and has won eight of
her last nine matches overall.
Wong, currendy ranked No. 55 in
the nation, won her 99th career singles
match when she defeated No. 43 Lindsey Hardenbergh on court one. Wong is
tied with Vyskocilova with 21 wins this
season; she also improved to 6-2 against
league competition this season.
Senior Bek beat No. 111 Hana Tomljanovic, 4-6, 6-4, 6-1 to win the 101st
match of her career and her school-record 31st in three sets.
Gumulya and Nelly Ciolkowski also
gave winning efforts, each winning in
straight sets at courts four and five. Gumulya has won five matches in a row
and is holding a 7-1 league singles mark.
The Tigers came in full force again on
Sunday, beating Virginia Tech 7-0.
Wong became the third player in
Clemson history with 100 or more
singles and doubles wins in her career,
as she took the 100th match of her
singles career and her 115th doubles
win. She joined the ranks of Bek, who
has 102 singles wins, 116 doubles wins,
and former Tiger Jody Trucks, who had
123 singles wins, 100 doubles wins from
1980-84. Wong is only die ninth player
in Clemson's team history with 100 or
more singles wins, and she is now 7-2
this season in ACC play.
The Tigers won all three doubles
matches, sweeping up the double point.
Bek and Wong improved their record
to 17-7 on the season, as they defeated
Shannon Betts and Courtney Rauscher
on court one, 8-2. Bek and Wong are
ranked first and second, respectively, in
school history in doubles wins.

SCHOLARSHIP

Freshmen Kolzer and Gumulya ended their five-match winless streak with
an 8-4 win on court two, clinching the
doubles point. Sophomores Vyskocilova
and Kochanova continued their exceptional play with an 8-7 win against Emily Lauren and Isel Martinez-Marcos on
court three. They improved their record
to 21-5 for the season. This was their
sixth win out of their last seven matches.
Clemson claimed all four singles
matches in straight sets. Kolzer was the
first to finish with a 6-1, 6-2 win against
Lauten at flight six, improving her record to 14-8 in her freshman campaign.
Wong's milestone win followed a 6-0,
6-2 decision against Martha Blakely at
flight one.
Bek clinched the singles decision with
a 6-2, 6-3 win at flight three, her second
straight win, giving her 102 career wins,
which is fifth in school history.
Vyskocilova finished next in improving her record to a team-best, 22-7, with
her 6-3, 6-2 win against Betts on court
two. Vyskocilova is now 8-1 in ACC
singles play and has won nine of her last
ten matches overall.
Ciolkowski won her second straight
with a 7-5,6-4 win at flight five over Virginia Tech's Carol Kahoun, and Gumulya won her sixth-straight match overall
and seventh in a row in league play with
a 6-4, 7-5 win over Rauscher at flight
four. Gumulya is now 8-1 in ACC play
and is 11-6 this season overall.
Clemson will close out their regular
season play at home next week with
matches against Wake Forest on Saturday, April 14, and North Carolina State
on Sunday, April 15.
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FRATERNITY AND SORORITY LIFE IS PROUD OF THE FOLLOWING ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Sigma Kappa

Kappa Delta

Delta Sigma I heta

Six sisters participated in
service spring break trips
across the Midwest and Africa

Hosted an educational
program called "Let's Talk About
It" informing students
about sexual assault issues

Lambda Chi Alpha

Zeta Phi Beta

Alpha Gamma Rho

Lambda Chi Alpha and
Zeta Tau Alpha raised
over $1,400 for their
philanthropies at
Greeks on the Beach

Held a Finer Womanhood
Week that consisted of
church, a fundraiser, etiquette
dinner, and community service

Hosting their founder's
day/ribbon cutting on April
14th for our new house

Beta Thea Pi

McKee Thomason was
sworn in as the new
student body president

Recently recognized as the Star
Team for the Alzheimer's Assoc.
Memory Walk in Greenville
for raising over $6,000

Alpha Phi was approved by Alpha
Alpha Phi
Phi Intl. to initiate and receive
their charter on April 28th

FRATERNITY AND SORORITY LIFE
DIVISION Of STUDENT AFFAIRS- 8B4-656-62S3 .greekmclemson.edu . ciemsongreeklife.com
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Recipe Corner/D3 | Find Rusty (Hint: he's close)/D? | Sudoku/D5 | Queen Cuisine: Cheesecake / D7

Guys

nat Girls Like
Evan Dugger
Columnist

shoes, I reserve the right to steal them off your feet and throw them
in the trash.

I cannot tell you how many guys have asked me to write
about what girls like on boys. I think it's kind of endearing. lam
glad guys still care about what girls want them to wear, even
after finding out that girls don't dress for them: they dress for
each other. But like one of my interviewees said. "You couldn't
tell me what I wore last night right?" Unlike guys, we girls do
pay very close attention to what boys wear. A badly fitting
graphic T-shirt has the potential to undo everything you
have worked towards with a girl. So let me help you out. boys.
Here is what does and does not work for the girls.

quote one of my roommates on this one. "If you
are a man, you should refrain. If you weigh 105
pounds soaking wet, then go for it. It's really big
for ninth graders." She would know. She's
currendy student teaching. The best I could
get girls to say about this trend is, "I would
not date skinny jeans, but I would look
at them." Who wants to be that guy?

8. The biggest most controversial thing that girl
do not like on boys are skinny jeans. I have to

1. White Sunglasses — I had one lovely lady say, "He could
be wearing Patagonia and mountain kahkis but paired with white
sunglasses, and I would walk away. You can quote me, but don't use my
name."
2. Too tight T-shirtS — This sincerely makes us cringe. Seriously,
though! What are you trying to prove? We will not
automatically assume you are a doughboy just
because your shirt leaves you some breathing
room.
- Hair gel — Why do boys even
know what this is? To quote someone
else, "When you can tell they use gel
because their hair looks wet all day,
shudder."
... Cargo — You want to know a
quick way to turn a girl off? Wear
pants with six pockets.

5. Aeropostale,
American
Eagle, Hollister. Abercrombie
— I am sure everyone reading this
hates me for even bringing this up again,
but it's worth mentioning. If you don't stop
wearing clothes from these places, your chances
of finding girls that would be interested enough to
take a second look at you are slim to none.
Graphic tees—Especially the ones that have beads oradornment
on them. Oh it's so bad.
Flip flops— Guys, you are too old to wear flip flops. If I see you
coming towards me flip flopping around with your Old Navy plastic

WHAT'S
going

to the top in receiving the best reaction from girls.
They are the perfect mix of fratty with outdoorsy.
The only dealbreaker for this one
is if a guy is wearing them when
its sunny and 70 degrees. Who are
you kidding?

7 The number or.*gjirl? Kb
flannel Kind of random, I
know, and by kind of I mean
very. Literally, I had one girl
say, "Flannel is just the sexiest
part of winter, and every girl
thinks that. It's the only time
where you're overlooking the fact
that the man isn't tan or all covered
up in a fleece shirt practically... it's just
attractive, especially with jeans and a hot cup a
joe. Throw in a fire and you'll get a fire." I think
that sums it up pretty well.

OK. are you sick of the
nagging yet? Here is what girls
love to see guys wear.
I, WatcheG — A good watch can make even
the most immature, pain-in-the-butt boy look more
like a man. Watches are sexy. No idea why.
2 K t\ SK !3 — But please no pleats! Why were those things
even invented?
— Not just jeans but good jeans. Invest a
little money in jeans. Think J. Crew. The most crucial
thing about a good pair of jeans is that they fit you
correcdy. I once dated a guy that hated wearing
jeans. Until I saw his jeans, I didn't understand
why. The denim was so thick I bet he had a hard
time sitting down. I forced him to suck it up
and do some jean shopping with me; now he is
a converted jean lover, which is good because
there is nothing a guy can put on that will get
me going faster than a good pair of jeans.
— This was split with
only a slight majority in favor. Most girls don't
want to see you wearing linen pants in bright blue,
but neutrals can be very attractive. Let me break it
down for you by quoting my very blunt friend: "If you can
pull them off without looking gay, then go for it."
— "Boys think that button downs and polos
are the same, and they're not. A boy thinks in his head that he's dressed
up when he's not in a T-shirt." Nothing compares to a good buttondown. Roll those sleeves!
— Girls love these things. It was the second

I did have some trends that were extremely controversial,
but to give all of you wannabe hipsters hope. I will include
them as well.
1. Vans and Converses — I will put them together because usually if
a girl liked one, she hated the other. I had one response of, "Oh! Whoa!
Everything I said about Vans I meant about Converses. I hate Vans."
She kind-of liked Converses though. It really depends on the guy. Don't
"take off your Nikes and put on your Vans" because no one can really
be that guy.
— Another one that is both loved and hated by the female
population. The popular opinion is that they look like they are trying
too hard because the extra layer is unnecessary (girls hate that in case you
are wondering). 1 think they can give a normal outfit a little inspiration.
Some think that the guys that wear these are, "soft, little fairy boys."
What it comes down to is that no girl wants to be "out accessorized."

Most girls think that boys should take no more than 20
minutes to get ready "What do they have to do?" was asked
a lot. They don't want to be outdone by their men: they
just want them to smell good, smile and be willing to pay
for them. lust stay true to your personality, and girls will
appreciate that.more than anything else.

Clemson BSSC
CU Beach
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International Food Fest.
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Clemson, S.C.
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FREE
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THIS WEEK'S BLOWING SMOKE
RELEASES:
A Wasteland Companion

Hookah

JL

M.Ward

Joshua S. Kelly
Columnist

TimeOut says:

Wow. Two words, sounds like
a drinking game. 'Answer: Flip
Bowl. This week's column is going
to be about this amazing new
bowl that we have discovered.
Getting this upgrade is going to
run you at least $40 (plus a little
shipping and handling), but trust
me, it is well worth it. In the long
run, it actually pays for itself by
saving you money on coals and
shisha.

It's natural for artists to hit a wall
after so many albums, but M. Ward
is more than a singer his seventh
album proves he's a musical cherub.
Don't be fooled by his soft voice: he's
packing a serious emotional punch.

Pink Friday:
Roman Reloaded
Nicki Minaj

D2

iPuffhookah.com are the makers of this-,, hour and a half (per set of two coals). Throughout
amazing product. To get a little into the,j ,;ti>e whole experience, the flavor stays strong,
technical side of things, this bowl is unique iri^^surprisingly so, off of just the same amount of
how it affects your smoking experience. The .^'jshisha that you would use in a typical ceramic
"Hookah Flip Inverted Hookah Bowl" (as it is :bowl. And we have found that this holds true
listed on hookah-shisha.com) looks a bit like a
for most brands of shisha. My favorite with this
question mark, but it is a shiny chrome, brass
new setup is Romman shisha because this btand
or gold colored question mark. The shisha is
seems to take more heat to get going anyway.
placed in a bowl that hangs over a coal tray with
Starbuzz shisha is a little more heat sensitive as
adjustable height (for temperature control). At
it is, so finding the correct height for the coals
first, the bowl looks a bit complicated to use,
can be a little challenging. Al Tawareg and
but once you get the hang of it, it isn't so bad.
Al Fakher shisha work well with the flip bowl also.
In addition, it separates into four parts and
So as a recap, using iPuffhookah.corn's Flip
is constructed of brass parts, making cleanup
Bowl, you can get a full-flavor three-hour session
extremely easy.
from 10 to 15 grams of shisha and three or four
Because this bowl works by elevating the shisha
Coco Nara coals. Depending on where you get
above the coals, it effectively cooks — rather than
your supplies from, you could be saving around a
burns — your shisha. The heat from the coals
dollar to a dollar-and-a-half per bowl. In addition,
rises, but no ash falls down into the shisha, so
cleanup is exponentially easier since all the parts
you get a more flavorful experience completely
are made of brass, so you are getting a convenience
lacking any charcoal taste. That in itself is a good
boost there. So far, all the brands of shisha we
selling point, but if you aren't already placing
have tried with it are compatible (although
your order, maybe this will convince you — using
Starbuzz can be a little finicky), and, because of
the extended time, you can get out of one bowl
this bowl, both your shisha and coals last about
twice as long as in a standard ceramic bowl. Quick
having the Flip Bowl makes buying higher grade
shisha, like Romman, more justifiable.
light coals will last about 30 to 45 minutes on
average (when they would typically last 25 to 30
As always, for past columns visit tigerhookah.
tumblr.com and email questions to tigerhookah@
minutes), and we have found that the Coco Nara
natural coals last anywhere from an hour to an
gmail.com.

:

ON THE PROWL
By The Super Snatch Bros.

TimeOut says: •
The line between Gaga and Minaj
is growing thinner and thinner.
If she's not careful, her colorful
alter-egos will overshadow her
raps which are getting better and
sharper.

Stars and Satellites
Trampled by Turtles

TimeOut says:
This is the band's sixth album.
What's impressive — and what
makes it appealing to a wide variety
of listeners — is its grasp on a
broad set of emotions. At once both
uplifting and sadly introspective, this
album is a bluegrass gem.

:>*a

It's no secret that a beautiful woman owns the attention of just about
every male she encounters, so it shouldn't be too hard to realize that
she gets approached at least 10 times per day. Unfortunately for us,
this number skyrockets when she enters the college player's favorite
playground: downtown. Why does this blow? Well, women walk into
bars with a comprehensive collection of carefully worded initial rejections
that when prompted, feel more like you're talking to iPhone's Siri than a
human. Beautiful women do this in order to send all but the most fluent
players running, and it usually works. Most men falter because they fail to
understand that these dismissals are generally meant to test a man's interest,
and a carefully worded counter can have you talking to the most beautiful
woman at the bar. Disclaimer: it is important to understand that sometimes
she really is telling you to piss off, and a continued pursuit can end badly. To
get you thinking, here are a few situations that start with rejection lines that
are a part of almost every woman's repertoire.
Slampiece: "1 don't feel like talking right now, I'm really tired."
Think about this. You're at a bar. She spent at least an hour (probably
five) getting ready to look sexy so men will give her attention. What she
really means is, "Hey there buddy, I'm not looking to bone tonight." Notice
the word "tonight" and how it doesn't have anything to do with future
encounters. This one's easy, get her number and bounce.
You (hopefully): "Me too. I spent all day at the library, and don't know how
much longer I can be here."
Slampiece: "Really? That sucks. What were you there for?"
You (hopefully): "Just had a lot of work. Well, I'm going to go see if I can
get a ride and rest up for the pool tomorrow."
Slampiece: "OK ... what pool are you going to?"
You(hopefully): "Chimney. Here, give me jur number, and we can
continue this tomorrow."
Slampiece: "Sounds good."
Now, obviously you shouldn't go and rehearse this word for word. It
merely a template that must be adapted to each individual situation. Here is
one more example that men encounter a lot.
Slampiece: "Sorry, I can't talk. I have a boyfriend"
Careful here, she may really have a boyfriend, and his roid-raging self
might be lurking somewhere nearby. It can be useful to subtly scan the bar

as you continue the conversation.
You: "Whoa there. Relax, I'm taken and just looking to talk. What's he like?"
At this point you will either catch her in a lie or she really does have a
boyfriend. If it's the latter, say "Nice meeting you," and bounce. It's easy to
tell if she has one. Her face will light up and words will begin to spill out
of her mouth about how awesome he is. If this doesn't happen, and she isn't
lying, then her relationship blows and he just became a goalie. You can still
score, but not right now. Go for her number.
Slampiece: "Well uh ... well ... he's ta.."
You (interrupting): "You're a bad liar. Let's dance."
What have we learned? Well, women have a catalog of rebuttals to just
about every approach in the book. It's okay. Relax and find a way to take her
rebuttal and swing it into casual conversation. Observe her body language to
sense whether she's testing your confidence or just straight telling you to f—k
off. If everything lines up, close the deal. This will take practice, so don't get
down on yourself if you strike out the first few times.
Body language tip-of-the-week: If she catches you staring, don't look
away. It's now or never.
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Beer Snobbery
Michael Scruggs
Columnist
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Back in September. Beer Snobbery ran a feature on
local beers brewed near Clemson. One of the four
beers reviewed was Thomas Creek's Deep Water
Dopplebock Lager. Thomas Creek Brewery has been
around since 1998. but surprisingly few Clemson
students have heard of it. Conveniently situated
on Highway 20 in Greenville and only a half-hour
drive from campus, this brewery is one of the most
successful in the region and a favorite for beer snobs
across the Upstate. The outfit was spearheaded
by the father-son duo of Bill and Tom Davis. Bill,
a Clemson alum, was an accomplished architect
who contributed to designs for the Peace Center
in Greenville and a number of Clemson academic
buildings before retiring. I sat down with him recently
to talk about his love for beer, the story of Thomas
Creek and what's in his pint glass on a Friday night.
Tiger Timeout "How did Thomas Creek get started?"
Bill Davis: "Thomas Creek started in a brew pub. Brew-pub laws
were passed in 1994 in S.C. I purchased a small system
and leased it to Henni's restaurant in Greenville, and Tom
became the brewer there. In 1998, Tom and I decided to
start an independent brewery."
TT: "What different beers do you make?"
BD: "Thomas Creek produces everything from a Pilsner to a
Porter, as well as several atypical beers. You may want to
visit our website for a fuller description of our products.
We also brew for several contract brewers who are building
a brand but contract with us to produce their products.
All total, we brew approximately 52 different beers."
TT: "Where could a Clemson student buy one of your beers?"
BD: • Tiger Qwik Mart
• Red Circle
• Tiger Mart
• Calhoun Corners
• Mellow Mushroom
• Pixie & Bill's
• Nick's
• Overtime
• Beef O' Brady's
TT: "What's your favorite Thomas Creek beer? Non-Thomas
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Creek beer?"
BD: "My favorite Thomas Creek beer is our Dopplebock. My
favorite beer outside TC is Samuel Smith Nut Brown Ale."
TT: "What awards have Thomas Creek beers won?"
BD: "Thomas Creek has received an excess of 50 regional
and national awards over the past 14 years. Our most
cherished awards include a Silver Medal for our Deep
Water Dopplebock three years ago at the Great America
Beer Festival, and a Silver Medal for our River Falls Red
Ale two years ago at the Great American Beer-Festival.
The Red Ale is also our flagship."
TT: "What's your favorite memory from being a student here
at Clemson?"
BD: "I have many fond memories of Clemson. First would be
graduating 'on time' from the School of Architecture, and
second, serving in the last Senior Platoon before it was
retired."
TT: "What bars did you frequent back then?"
BD: "Quite frankly, I did not frequent bars when I was a
student. I did purchase beer from the Esso Club on
occasion, which of course was a filling station then with
beer in the back room. I actually had my first beer from
the Esso Club."
After interviewing Mr. Davis, I was lucky enough to
participate in a full tour of the brewery and taste a handful
of their production beers. The facility is impressive with a
bottling machine capable of bottling hundreds of beers every
minute and pallets of kegs, ingredients and merchandise as
far as the eye can see. For a homebrewer like myself, seeing
their brewery was both humbling and inspiring. They also
sell kegs, ingredients and everything else necessary for
someone interested in starting to homebrew.
During the tasting, I sampled four or five of Thomas
Creek's mainstay beers as well as their 12.5 percent ABV
Up the Creek Extreme IPA. However, what impressed me
most was a new chocolate-orange IPA Bill and Tom are
developing. It has no name yet, but it was unlike any IPA
I've had before. The trip would've been worth it just for that
sample, but combined with the tour and an opportunity to
meet the men behind one of my favorite breweries, it was a
memorable experience.
I encourage Le°r Snobbery readers to check out
this local gem. A full account of each of their beers is
available at www.thomascreekbeer.com as well as a detailed
description of their brewing process. Tours are available
by request; reservations can be made by e-mailing info@
thomascreekbeer.com or calling 864-605-1166.

RECIPE CORNER

Meatballs & Marmara
Sauce from Scratch
Savannah Mozingo
Assistant TimeOut Editor

■

Anyone can buy premade. but you? No. you are special. You are
a cut above the rest. You. Are. AWESOME! Now .stop repeating this,
and prove it to yourself or that girl or guy in chem lab you've been
flirting with. Do your sexy dance or whatever to get pumped and
in the zone because someone is going tk.ee a mazed; by what you're
about to prepare in the kitchen. Alone time is'great for self-reflection,
but tonight is not the night for that. Tonight you are asking that person over to "hang out." and you're going to eat this dinner that your
hands put together, and they're going to fall in love one way or the
other. Even if it's just with the food, at least they'll come back!
Spaghetti and meatballs worked for the "Lady and the Tramp;"
why not for you? However, since you are likely neither Italian nor
an expert chef, it's likely your pasta will be store-bought. Hey. there's
just not enough time in the day. So, what we're going to do instead is
make some fabulous meatballs to give the same-old-same-old some
spunk and then your own homemade marinara sauce to give your
spaghetti that good-old flavor.but better!
Meatball Ingredients
1 pound exrra lean ground beef
1/2 teaspoon sea salt
1 small onion, diced
1/2 teaspoon minced garlic
11/2 teaspoons Italian seasoning
3/4 teaspoon dried oregano
3/4 teaspoon crushed red pepper flakes
1 dash hot pepper sauce or to taste
1 1/2 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce
1/3 cup riccota cheese
1/4 cup grated Parmesan cheese
1/2 cup seasoned bread crumbs

peppers J

Meatball Directions

He'll have you textlng In no time.

CLEMSON
Sports Medicine & Rehabilitation
Just Outside of Campus on Hwy. 93,
Next to Gold's Gym!
Hand pain or injury slowing you down?
WE'VE ADDED HAND THERAPY IN CLEMSON!!
• Orthopaedic and Traumatic Hand Injuries and Pain
• Post-Surgical Conditions of the Wrist and Hand (i.e. Carpal Tunnel)
• Tendonitis of the wrist and elbow (i.e. Tennis Elbow, Golfer's
Elbow, Dequervain's Tendonitis)

Nelson Vazquez. OTR/L, CHT
Certified Hand Therapist

• Arthritis Pain
• Degloving Injuries and Burns
• Custom Splinting

Is knee or joint pain keeping you from staying active?
We also specialize in running, sports performance enhancement
& treatment of orthopaedic injuries:
• Muscle Strains, Joint Sprains, Sports Injuries
• Back & Neck Pain
• Running Related Ankle, Knee,
Hip Pain/Instability

Heather Cumbie, PT, ATC
Physical Therapist/Director

Hwy.93 864•722*6037
www.csmr.org

1. Preheat an oven to 400 degrees F.
Place the beef into a mixing bowl, and season with salt, onion, garlic salt, Italian
seasoning, oregano, red pepper flakes, hot pepper sauce and Worcestershire sauce;
mix well. Add the milk, Parmesan cheese and bread crumbs. Mix until evenly
blended, then form into 1 1/2-inch meatballs and place onto a baking sheet.
Bake in the preheated oven until no longer pink in the center, 20 to 25 minutes.

Sauce Ingredients
1-2 onions
5-6 cloves of garlic
1 bell pepper
About a dozen tomatoes
oil for frying
Italian seasoning
oregano
garlic powder
sugar
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Sauce Directions
1. Cut the tops off of the tomatoes and cut an x in the bottom (this will make them
easier to peel). Blanch the tomatoes in boiling water for a few minutes. Let the
tomatoes cool, then peel them, slice them in half and squeeze the halves out over
the sink to get rid of the excess seeds and liquid.
2. Chop the onions, garlic and pepper really well and start them frying in plenty of oil
in a large pan on the stovetop.
3. While they're cooling, put the tomatoes into a blender and mosdy puree but not
completely — leave some chunks. Or just chop them fine.
4. When the onions start to brown or they're clear (5-10 minutes), start putting in the
tomatoes and stir well.
5. Let it simmer for a while and put in whatever seasonings you like, in whatever
amounts.
CHEFS SECRET! I like to put in a couple tablespoons of sugar to take off the bitter
bite of the tomatoes. Put in a tablespoon at a time, stir and taste before adding another.

Any leftovers you are going to have ingredient wise will be non-perishable
seasonings. These will come in handy whenever you make pasta (whic"h
you will. It's easy. We're in college.). You can also put them on the pizzas
you have delivered when you don't have enough time to even make pasta.
It's inevitable, making this recipe invaluable.
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MOUTH OF THE WHOOPIE
H

lve Reasons the '90s

Brady Brown
Assistant News Editor
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"ith the 3D re-release of
"Titanic" and a new addition to
the "American Pie" franchise,
I've been doing some reminiscing.
My conclusion: the '90s had it going
on. Obviously the reasons for this go
further than movies, but for brevity's
sake, we're going to stick to flicks. Keep
in mind, constricting this list to five
reasons was tough; it hurt my soul to
exclude Jon Voight's performance in
"Anaconda."

1
ere Awesome

-entertaining movies, like "Armageddon," to
the tune of Aerosmith's "I Don't Want to Miss
a Thing" nonetheless. Just pop in the second
cassette of Bay's "Pearl Harbor" on VHS to see
how funny a love triangle can truly be.

T«

Disney Channel Original
Movies

Now Nickelodeon movies may have left their mark
on '90s youth culture with classics, such as "Good
Burger" and "Snow Day," but, undoubtedly, Disney
Channel dominated the scene by pushing out a
solid original movie every month. They still might
be dishing them out, but nostalgia aside, they're
not on the same level. Flip on "Brink" or "Johnny
Tsunami," and, though you'll be laughing at different
scenes than before (admittedly for entirely different
reasons), at the end of the day you'll be laughing.

5. Old School Mike Bay
Nowadays, when Michael Bay comes out with a
new blockbuster, it's around an hour too long
and about as enjoyable as pleasure reading the
Yellow Pages. In the '90s, however, Bay was
pushing out such awesomely bad and oh-so

D4

and if he was in a movie, he was probably killing
aliens. Need I say more? Not to mention he kept
company with the likes of Jazzy Jeff and the
almight Jeff Goldblum — but we'll get to that
soon enough. Oh, and with that thought in mind,
whatever happened to Ice Cube?

«=*!
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C* m Keanu Reeves and Jeff
Goldblum
I feel like I shouldn't have to explain this one. As
far as Keanu goes, I'll throw out two reasons (and
that's all he really needs): "The Replacements"
and "Point Break." I'll be honest, I can't exactly
put into words why Jeff Goldblum should be on
the list, but what I do know is that he deserves
to be.

1 ■ Adam Sandier, Jim Carrey
and Mike Myers were funny
*S- The Alien Smashing Fresh
Prince

This one's a bit self-explanatory. Just think about it.

Will Smith was the Fresh Prince, still rapped

(Oh yeah, and "Titanic" wasn't in 3D.)

'
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CLEMSON

.

OUTDOOR RECREATION &. EDUCATION

WORLD TOUR 2012

REEL PADDLING
FILM

FESTIVAL

reelpaddlingfilmfestival.com

April 21, 2012: 7pm-llpm
Mckissick Theater: Hendrix Student Center
Students with CUID JFREE,.,,^^,,^^,,
There will be FREE t-shirts and door prizes!
Guarantee your seats: tickets available in advance at the CORE office - Campus Beach
www.clemson.edu/core

Office Phone 864.656.0892
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SCORPIO
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Oct. 24-Nov. 21

o

This weekend is probably a good time to
clean out your refrigerator. You don't want
to accidentally (drunkenly) eat any spoiled
leftovers that were hidden under your
roommate's casserole.
The sun is going to be out in full force
this weekend, so don't forget to put on
sunscreen. (Or if you're a vampire or Irish,
just stay inside).

J SAGITTARIUS
' Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

The Impossible Quiz

Alcoholic drink or otherwise, you should
really avoid anything called a "red
headed slut."

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22-Jan. !9

1. What is the best-selling e-book of all time?
2. Calvin Cordozar Broadus, Jr., is the birth name of
which Long Beach rapper?

Brady Brown
Assistant News Editor

Go outside this weekend. You can spend
some time with Call of Duty/"Twilight'7
"How I Met Your Mother" reruns on the
next rainy day.

AQUARIUS
Jan. 20-Feb. 19

3. How many schools are in the Ivy League?
4. Stephanie Meyer, Katherine Heigl, and The Killers
frontman Brandon Flowers are all part of what church?
5. Which American sports team has maintained the
longest championship drought in any North American
sport for 103 years and counting?
6. Which Oscar-nominated actor spent a year away from
his main career to renovate a Moroccan restaurant
that he bought on an impulse?

-

7. Which country produces 26.2 million tons, or 28 percent,
of the world's total bananas?
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Compare your answers with Brady's by
checking on the bottom of D7!

ARIES
March 2/ -April 20
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Be sure to go to your friend's party this
Saturday. As soon as you walk into the
room, it's going to be like Titanic (Why?
'Cause it's going down).

GEMINI

It's going to be a hard week, but stay
positive — soon it will be Friday and
you will be so drunk that you won't even
remember that you had a term paper
(much less that you failed it).

CANCER
June 22-July 22

LEO

If you see a car with "honk" painted on one
of the windows, don't do it. Seriously. Don't
do it.

^11^ July 23-Aug. 23

3

II VIRGO
^
JjjlfiJ Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

5

•

Summer is approaching fast, so it's a
good time to cut your hair. Even if it
turns out badly, hats are in this season,
so you'll be fine.

TAURUS

?fy' May 21 -June 21

Rusty the Bear and his friends
are hidden somewhere inside
this edition of The Tiger. Of
course they are much smaller
than this. Good Luck!

4
2

This weekend, have some "Kenan and
Kel"-style fun — tell your friend to get a
mile of rope, two shovels and some orange
soda and to meet you at the Ingles parking
lot (No questions asked).

yf April21"-May20

FIND RUSTY
AND FRIENDS!

2

This week, he'll see that you're the one that
understands him and that you've been here
all along (He belongs with you).

Feb. 20 - March 20

'■'vfwn

Skill Level: ♦ ♦♦♦<><>
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Brady's Answers:
1. The Book of Mormon
2. Marky Mark
3.8
4. Mormon
5. Chicago Cubs
6. Jeff Goldblum
7. Iceland
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LIBRA
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

►

You'll get a surprise bonus in your
paycheck this week. Be sure to share
your good fortune with your friends
because they'll pay you back later when
you need it most.
This week, when you arrive home to
the smell of rich mahogany and many
leather-bound books, be sure to tell your
roommate that they are possibly the best
roommate of all time.

CROSSWORD
Across
1- Floating vegetable matter
5- Like a rock
10- Back talk
14- Actor Morales
15-Clan
16- Diplomacy
17- Japanese wrestling
18-Shake like
19- Bhutan's continent
20- Transform
23- Hosp. readout
24- Hollow cylinder
25- Pointed, as a crescent
moon
29- Boring tool
31- Rocker Ocasek
32- Hwy.
33- Compiler of statistics
37- Employs
40- ABA member
41-CPR experts
42- Induced by light
47- Large cask
48- Director Lee
49-Tips off
53- Beginnings

55- Spanish snack
57- Baseball stat
58- Formation of bone
61-Ventilates
64- "Pomp and Circumstance" composer
65- Dove sounds
66- He loved Lucy
67- Astonish
68- Shoppe adjective
69- Slippery
eel
70- Gave a measured
amount
71- Bottom of the barrel

Down
1- Stanza of six lines
2- Unfair lender
3- Injury
4-"My Heart Will Go On"
singer
5- Endurance
6- Lowermost deck
7- Feudal lord
8- Support beam
9- Perennial government
concern

10- Remains
11- Small batteries
12-Bid., e.g.
13- RR stop
21- Petty quarrel
22- Seaweed
26- Prissy
27- Coup d'
28- Bears' lairs
30- Attention-getter
31- Queue after Q
34- Strong taste
35be my pleasure!
36- Give up
37- As far as
38- Avoid
39- Ages and ages
43- Cereal grain
44- In the place of
45- Skipped about
46- Brio
50- Fix, as a shoe
51- Vacuum tube having
three elements
52- Talks back to
54- Histological stain
55- Roman garments
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Staring intendy
Patron saint of sailors
Earth Day subj.
Rx watchdog
DDE opponent
Code-breaking org.
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DnnPrashion iiDS
immediately identify you as a dirty liberal, which doesn't
help much with dating prospects. The ideal Clemson
outfit is a North Face jacket with Nike shorts over black
spandex. Wear a Jack Rodgers sandal on one foot and a
Chacos sandal on the other, then tie an Ugg boot on top of
your head for a decorative hairpiece. Be sure to tattoo your
sorority letters in bold print on your forehead or brand
yourself with them. If you're not in Greek life, be sure to
harshly judge everyone who is — another attractive feature
for both genders.

LICKING DOORKNOBS

A

Ellen Meny
Columnist

Evan is our fashion lady in this fine
section, but little does everyone
know that 1 love fashion too! As an
Italian-American, i am legally obligated to
be fashionable, and I love keeping up with
the latest trends. Here are some of Ellen's
fun spring fashion tips- to get you through
the rest of the year.

.

CO Can't find anything to wear for exams or just feel
too frazzled to look good? Wear a trash bag. It's like
a dress, which means there's no need to wear those pesky
pants, and it looks good on any body shape because it has
absolutely no shape whatsoever. Just punch a head hole
through the bottom of the bag along with two armholes —
instant dress, fit for any self-respecting dumpster vagrant!
Or, go the other route and stick your legs through the
bottom of the bag, and pull the drawstring opening around
your neck; that way you look like a withered prune. As an
added plus, if you do any kind of exercise while wearing
the bag, you will sweat twice as much due to the plastic
insulation. This will successfully alienate everyone within
a five-foot radius.

CO Good nail care never goes out
Or Style. Keep your nails long; they'll be perfect for
extracting the delicious souls of newborn babies to keep
you alive for centuries to come. The person with the
longest fingernails in the world is a Utah woman named
Lee Redmond whose beautiful nails are 28 feet long.
You want nails close to that length but not so much as to
disrespect Ms. Redmond; 22 feet should be appropriate.
The in-shade right now is decayed yellow, so make sure to
abuse your nails as much as possible.

C/3 Always remember that your style
is your OWn and that fashion is all about expressing
yourself creatively. There is no "norm." JUST KIDDING.
There is a distinct uniform at Clemson University, and if
you don't wear it, people are going to look at you funny and

I

CO And finally, remember: Camouflage is

ALWAYS in style.
BYMASTROIANNI & HART
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Those with the constitution to handle only the best and most tremendous
of musical onslaughts will be at the fourth annual Springfest, hosted by WSBF
this Friday April 13, from noon to 2 a.m. in Tiger Park. Event coordinator
Andrew Gundran, along with other members of the senior staff and production
team, has worked to bring together some of the best alternative bands in the
region for this year's show. A range of styles from all over the Southeast will be
bringing their individual sounds to two stages, set Up so the Tigers can hear
them loud and proud.
"WSBF Springfest is the premiere event in Clemson to see live
performances from up and coming local, regional and national musicians,"
said Joe Dubrowski, the General Manager of WSBF. Dubrowski expects
around 2,000 people to attend Springfest this year. Springfest III, held last
April, was a huge success, and the senior staff at WSBF is even more optimistic
this year. WSBF is the upstates only true alternative music station and is a
leading source of alternative music concerts and events in the area. WSBF
broadcasts on 88.1 FM or online atwww.wsbf.net/listen.
Headlining the festival is Nashville's renowned pop rock group Moon Taxi.
Fresh off their new album, "Cabaret," their blend of instruments combined
with a lyrical ingenuity will have grassroots fans fighting toward the front of the
crowd. Also featured will be Durham freak-folk-rock-powerhouse Megafaun,
coming from their Spanish tour andbeginning their U.S. one. These guys have
music as epic as their beards and their beards are the beards of men. Between
the banjo-laden tunes of the more folksy sets, bands like Starkey and Clemson's
own We Roll Like Madmen will drive some energy into the late night crowd
with some seriously bass-laden beats. Supporting acts include Charlotte hiphop group Mr. Invisible, winner of the Exposure #26: MMA DJ Batde in
Asheville, Minneapolis electro rockers Phantom Tails, and Adanta's electronic
dance band Isness. Also, the synth laced sounds of Novakord will be coming
back to an eager crowd after their successful show in February at Friar's. All of
the bands playing have surpassed their days of sporadic EPs, moving up in their
music careers to pull out two or more solid album releases, which will give their
shows more focus and intensity.
The two-stage setup at Springfest IV is going to keep the sound going
smoothly minimizing those long weird breaks between sets. With the 10
minutes in-between, you can browse the vendor and craft tents, or you can
work your way up to the front of the crowd for maximum musical enjoyment.
More information as well as the full lineup and schedule can be found at
www.wsbf.net/Springfest. If you are an artist or a business or an organization
interested in sponsoring Springfest or setting up a vendor table, you can
contact events@wsbf.net.

FRIDAY APRIL 13th @ NOON - 2 A.M.
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SPRINGFEST

C/3 Neon is big this spring! Nothing is
better than a fun, flirty neon top or cute neon shorts.
Nothing is worse than dressing entirely in neon. A great
example of this is when my junior-year homecoming date
came to the dance dressed up as a nine-foot tall neon
orange traffic cone. Did he successfully employ the neon
trend? Yes. Did I avoid him the entire evening? Yes. Will
he become more successful than me someday because he's
a Computer Science major? Yes. Ten years from now, will
I throw myself at his feet and marry him for his money?
Probably.

CO Crop tOpS are in, especially for men! The
most attractive thing 1 find on a man is the chunky, pasty
flab dusted with a fine sprinkle of stomach hair that oozes
beneath a skintight crop top. Gentlemen, the boys of "On
the Prowl" are hiding a crucial attraction factor from you:
expose your hulking beer-gut as much as possible. The
ladies simply cannot get enough of it.
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Strolling Down
neesecake Lane
Katie Queen
Columnist

It's officially springtime, and with that comes the traditional
march of events: graduations, wedding showers, bachelor
or bachelorette parties, baby showers, cookouts and
birthday parties. The common factor of each is celebrating a
huge life milestone, resulting in the need for a delicious dessert
that will tickle everyone's taste buds.
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This is where Cheesecake Lane, created by Lane
Wilson, comes into play. Featuring cheesecake
flavors that are several leaps away from the
mainstream, Cheesecake Lane provides the
Clemson area with a wide range of unique
dessert tastes, such as margarita and Italian ricotta.
However, the one cheesecake that stands
out from the rest is the Tiger Paw cheesecake.
This delicious treat features an orange cheesecake
with a blueberry paw on the top. How did the
creamy texture and balanced blend of flavors
that is Cheesecake Lane come to be?
Wilson, the founder of Cheesecake Lane, shared
her first margarita cheesecake at a United Way Pledge
auction while living in Austin. Even though the
creation of this margarita cheesecake (with real
tequila!) was "on a whim," the response started the
ball rolling.
"Creating a margarita cheesecake was a very big deal
\ in Austin, and I thought I'd try to sell it," said Wilson.
Due to the popularity of cheesecakes in the
Texas area, competition was fierce. Then, Wilson
arid her family moved to Clemson in 2006. Last
year, after hearing about a church auction, Wilson
decided to break out the cheesecake pan again.
"I didn't even think about it [selling
cheesecakes] until last year when there was a silent
auction at church," Wilson said.
The positive response from auction-goers encouraged
Wilson to research the cheesecake market in upstate South
Carolina. Only one company in Greenville stood as her
competition, and that bakery only sold traditional flavors.
"What does a plain cheesecake mean? What does a
traditional cheesecake mean? You can get that anywhere,"
Wilson explained. "You can buy it frozen or from Costco, so
I'm trying to do something a little bit different. I like to call
it fusion by putting something traditional with something you
wouldn't expect. The cheesecake is a vehicle, so you can put
any flavor you want in it; it's limitless."
That philosophy, combined with the idea for smoked

chocolate, inspired one of her more unique flavors:
Chipotle Chocolate. Served with a chocolate
ganache topping, this unique chocolate-based
cheesecake is known for packing a punch, or
what Wilson calls "sweet with a kick."
Or how about the Italian ricotta cheesecake?
Made with a crushed nut crust, this different
take on a traditional dessert creates a light
texture with some citrusy notes to develop a new
rwist oil an old favorite.
Wilson's husband, an economics professor
at Clemson University, is also a big part of the
recipe creation process. He actually helped inspire the
Clemson Tye-Dye Cheesecake. Finding inspiration for new
flavors can come at any time according to Wilson.
"It might come at 3 a.m. or it might come while watching
TV; you never know. When it hits, though, I can't wait to
go out and get some cream cheese and experiment with it."
No matter where the ideas stem from or what the final
delectable results are (Amaretto Chocolate Swirl? Chocolate
Mint? German Chocolate?), Wilson is clear that this is
where her passion lies.
"I'm making cheesecakes because 1 want to," said Wilson.
"It's a fun and creative release for me."
And what a delicious result.

How to Connect with Cheesecake Lane:
Facebook: Friend "Cheesecake Lane"
Email: cheesecakelane@bellsouth.net
Phone: (864)654-1995
Please allow 36-48 hours for orders.
Prices range from $10 for a 6-inch cheesecake to
$45 for a 10-inch Tiger Paw Cheesecake
Photos contributed by Lane Wilson
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The year is ending and we want to know, how are we serving you?
Our goal at The Tiger is to serve the student body at Clemson with
news that is interesting and applicable to life on campus. As a campus
newspaper run entirely by students, we want this paper to represent
our student body well and provide everyone with a little bit of something.
In order to do that, we want you to ten us how we're doing!
I

Email us what you think and you could
uuin 1 of 5 Visa gift cards!
» Suggestions
• Stories you've loved
* Stories you've hated
• What you think we're missing
* What you want to see

•

s

Send suggestions to
editor@thetigerneuus.com.
Winners will be chosen on
Wednesday. April 18th and the
winners will be announced in
the paper on April 20th. In your
email please include your name
and your CU ID# Only CU
students are eligible to win.
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